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MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF
RADIO FREQUENCY NOISE IN
URBAN, SUBURBAN, AND RURAL AREAS
by
A. H. Mills
ABSTRACT
am
This report describes the tasks that were accomplished during the
period July 1967 through June 1968 under Contract NAS3-9714,
"Measurement and Analysis of Radio Frequency Noise in Urban,
Suburban, and Rural Areas. It The radio frequency noise environ-
ment an Phoenix, Arizona was measured over 2.5 MHz bandwidths
centered at 300 MHz, 1 GHz, and 3 GHz, with a receiving system
having a noise figure of 3 db. The objectives of the measurement
program are presented along with a description of the measurement
tasks which Convair contracted to perform. Equipment and methods
used to conduct preliminary and detailed surveys are described. A
preliminary analysis of the data has been performed by NASA's
Lewis Research Center. Results of the work performed by Convair
are presented and recommendations for further measurements and
for modifications to the measurement equipment and methods have
been identified.
rMEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF RADIO FREQUENCY NOISE
IN URBAN, ,SUBURBAN, AND RURAL AREAS
by A. H. Mills
Convair division of Gener4l Dynamics
SUMMARY
Radio frequency noise was measured from the air and on the ground in
urban, suburban, and rural areas under Contract NAS3-9714. The pri-
mary objectives of this effort were to determine the characteristics of
this noise as a function of frequency, time of day, and location in the
area and to determine the correlation between the air and ground meas-
urement results. This report describes the equipment and procedures
used to make the measurements, as well as the preliminary analysis of
the data obtained. Recommendations for further measurements and for
modifications to the measurement equipment and methods have been made..
SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Available data on the noise levels of a city , s radio-frequency environment are not suffi-
ciently complete or current to provide the information required for designing satellite-to-
ground television transmission systems. As in all radio communication systems, noise
in the signal channel is a significant problem. Noise, directly or indirectly, affects the
effective radiated power of the transmitter, the sensitivity of the receiver, and the gain
of the receiving antenna, thus affecting the cost of the system.
Except for indigenous noise contributions to the antenna temperature, parameters affect-
ing a communications system's output signal-to-noise ratio may be specified with a de-
gree of precision and accuracy. The influence of indigenous noise on system costs is
enormous. Where the transmitter effective radiated power is less than 90 dbw, a 10 db
change in indigenous :noise level may affect receiver costs by a minimum of two to one
rand typically by ten to one or more l . Unfortunately, indigenous electromagnetic noise
is typically expressed by generalizations resulting from spotty measurements widely
separated in frequency, time, and place, and from analysis of incomplete data.
Increasing dependence upon utilization of electrical phenomena for man's well-being
and security has created side effects of extraneous and undesigned emissions of electro-
magnetic energy. E. N. Skomal 2 states that unintentionally generated man-made noise
observed in urban and suburban areas is characteristically impulsive in form and ran-
dom in occurrence. Automotive noise is a large contributor followed by interference
from high-voltage transmission lines and generating stations, particularly during high
humidity or rain. Radiation from gaseous discharge devices, a-c heating equipment,
and electrical arcing and switching transients are other principle sources of indigenous
noise. The data obtained to date is ambiguous in terms of measurement bandwidth, an-
tennas, and location and operation of measurement equipment. A widely used source of
indigenous noise levels is found in "Reference Data for Radio Engineers, 4th Ed., 1962
International Telephone and Telegraph, p. 763, Figure 1." Skomal's inquiry to the edi-
torial board and to the handbook's publishers established that it was no longer possible
to identify primary sources of the data nor the locations or when obtained. Since the
data are over 30-years old, the need exists for a program to obtain up-to-date informa-
tion about indigenous electromagnetic noise which would aid in establishing parameters
and design constraints for satellite-to-ground television and voice-radio systems.
Characterizing the noise environments of several cities or areas by making measure-
ments from the ground at several locations within each city or area would be a very
costly and time-consuming task. Air surveys of indigenous noise over wide geographi-
cal areas are economically attractive. To realize this desired information from air
surveys, a method of predicting levels M indigenous noise at ground levr,l ;rom air sur-
vey measurements must be a s''Ablished.
1. Jamsky and Bailey, "Final Report, Technical and Cost Factors that Affect Television
Reception from a Synchronous Satellite, TR- PL-9037, 1 ? 30 June 1966, pp 26, 27.
Prepared for NASA under contract NASw-1305.
2. E. N. Skomal, "Distribution and Frequency Dependence of Unintentionally Generated
Man-Made VHF/UHF Noise in Metropolitan Areas, IEEE Transactions on EMC,"
Septi,-nber 1965, Vol. EMC-7, No. 2, and No, 4:,
1-2 1
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SECTION 2
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the program for the measurement and analysis of indigenous electro-
magnetic noise in urban, suburban, and rural areas are listed below.
a. Ascertain the noise levels in the VHF and UHF frequency bands in urban, suburban,
and rural areas as a function of geographical size, population density, location,
ground antenna pointing angle, and radio frequency. The noise levels must be de-
termiued with sufficient accuracy to enable the establishment of the field strengths
necessary for satellite-to-ground television and voice-radio reception.
b. Determine the correlation between air and ground surveys and other available data.
c. Provide a method for the determination of R-F received noise from air survey
results.
These objectives are being fulfilled through the accomplishment of tasks by both Con-
vair and Lewis Research Center. Measurements of radio-frequency noise are being
made in several phases. This document describes the measurement tasks performed
by Convair during the first phase of the program. Data received from the measure-
ments provide the initial inputs to the fulfillment of program objectives.
SECTION 3
MEASUREMENT TASK: DESCRIPTION
The tasks required at the outset of the Phase I measurement survey have been separated
into the following;
a. Select a city for conducting the survey.
b. Conduct a preliminary air survey over the selected city.
c. Make preparations for and conduct a detailed air survey.
d. Make preparations for and conduct a detailed ground survey.
This section delineates these tasks, describes the equipment, and explains the survey
requirements. Additional information concerning the equipment used, methods em-
ployed, and survey results is provided in detail in later sections of the report.
3.1 SELECTION OF THE SURVEY CITY
In order to provide adequate measurements of radio-frequency noise for the initial
phase of the program, a city had to be selected on the basis of several specific re-
quirements. The term "city" was defined for this purpose as an urban/suburban area,
economically and geographically considered a single entity — not limited by political
boundaries or subdivisions. Primary requirements which were established included,
a) a population range between 200,000 and 750, 000, b) a well-defined geographical
boundary, c) a centralized major urban area, and d) separation by at least 25 miles
from any other city one-fourth its size, or larger.
Some secondary considerations included, a) proximity to known sources of unusual
radio-frequency environments, b) a distance from San Diego that would make trans-
portation of personnel and equipment feasible, and c) weather conditions which would
enable measurements on the ground and in the air on clear days with no snow cover
or high smog concentrations.
A list was compiled of cities west of the Mississippi whose population was between
180, 000 and 500, 000. An investigation showed that if the city population was in this
range, the area population would probably be in the range of 200, 000 to 750, 000. This
list is shown in Table 3-1. General characteristics of each city were examined and
10 were eliminated because of irregular shape and proximity to other relatively large
cities or military bases. A second evaluation cut the list to five; the prime consider-
ations for elimination were distance from San Diego and irregular shape.
r
c
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Table 3-1. Cities Considered for Location of R-F Noise Survey
Approximate
1960 Mileage From
city Population San Diego2 Comments
Denver, Colorado 4939800 Two military bases, other cities,
in area
Kansas City, Missouri 475,500 Too far, Independence and Kan-
i
sas City, Kansas too close
Phoenix, Arizona3 439,200 400 Several small cities nearby,
smog problem
Portland, Oregon 3729700 Too far north, near Vancouver€
Oakland, California 367,500 Too close to San Francisco and
Berkeley e
Fort Worth, Texas 3569200 Too close to Dallas {
Long Beach, California 344,100 Too close to Los Angeles 'k
`S
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 324 9 200 Spread out, 40 miles across fJj
Omaha, Nebraska 3010600 19700 Next to Council Bluffs (53, 000)
Honolulu, Hawaii 2 94, 2 00 Irregular shape, too far
E1 Paso, Texas 276,700 Odd shape, near Fort Bliss#
r
Tulsa, Oklahoma. 261,700 1,500 Possible, good shape, down-
town on one side b
M
Wichita, Kansas 254,700 19450 Good shape
Tucson, Arizona3 212, 900 450 Possible
Des Moines, , Iowa 208, 900 1j850 Good shape C-
San Jose, California 2049200 Too close to other large cities
i
Albuquerque, New Mexico 3 201,200 900 Good shape
Sacramento, California 3 191,700 700 Good shape
Salt Lake City, Utah3 1892500 800 Several small cities nearby
^A
Austin, Texas 186,500 1,400 Good shape
:. Spokane, Washington 181t600 20100 Good shape
1. These are cities west of the Mississippi River whose area population is estimated
to be in the range of 200, 000 to 750, 000.
2. Mileage is given between San Diego and those cities which were not eliminated in
the first cull.
3. Final selection was made from this group of -five cities. 	 Letters were written to
their Chambers of Commerce.
3-2
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The remaining cities under consideration for the Phase I survey included;
Alberqueque, New Mexico
Phoenix, Arizona
Sacr..emento, California
Salt Lake City, Utah
Tucson, Arizona
Additional information of the type noted below was requested by correspondence with
officials of the Chambers of Commerce of each city.
a. Physical layout (maps and/or aerial photograph).
b. Nearby cities or suburbs of significant size.
c. Major thoroughfares within the city.
d. Major industrial and commercial areas.
e. Types of major industry, i.e., steel production, etc.
f. Statistical weather data.
g. Military ir.stallations and/or airports.
h. Current radio and television broadcast stations; channel or frequency and
radiated power.
After review of the information accumulated about each city, Phoenix was selected.
As indicated by a special census taken in 1965, the population of the Phoenix area was
700,000. The city has a well-defined shape; however, the urban area is not centraliz-
ed but is spread across a strip of the city. The organized pattern of streets is a defi-
nite advantage for conducting a survey of this type and in analyzing post measurement
data.
The selection of Phoenix as the city at which the survey would be conducted was
approved by NASA.
3.2 PLANNING AND CONDUCTING A PRELIMINARY AIR SURVEY
The preliminary survey and the detailed survey were to be conducted over the same
city. However, equipment used in the preliminary survey did not have to meet the
specified requirements for the detailed survey measurement system. This survey was
conducted to determine the general radio-frequency noise intensity shape of the loca-
tion, and to determine clear channel frequencies in the frequency bands specified for
the detailed survey.
	
-
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3.3 PREPAIIING FOR AND CONDUCTING THE DETAILED AIR SURVEY
The task of preparing for and conducting the detailed air survey was one of the major
tasks to be accomplished under this contract. This section describes what had to be
done, the requirements for performing the survey, and the requirements on the Sur-
vey equipment.
3.3.1 DETAILED AIR SURVEY REQUIREMENTS. The detailed air survey was to be
conducted with the aircraft flying at an altitude of between 2000 and 6000 feet above the
surface;. The altitude was to be such that the antenna pattern on the ground at 1000 MHz
covered a dista.ace of one-fifteenth the maximum linear dimension of the city at the
half-power beamwidth. The altitude was to be maintained during the survey to within
five percent:.
Measurements were to be made from the central city hub to rural outskirts over seven
parallel paths (later reduced to five paths) or seven paths of concentric circular arcs,
with the middle lath passing over the central city hub. Each path was to be a straight
line or an arc with a radius of at least 10 miles, and adjacent paths were to be separated
by a distance of one-seventh of the city's maximum linear dimension. The paths were
to be nearly normal to the direction of the maximum linear dimension and were to ex-
tend at least one maximum linear dimension into the rural regions. It was also re-
quired that the aircraft fly one path normal to the above paths passing over the central
city hub.
Records were to be maintained during the air survey of flight time, time of day, altitude,
path, weather conditions, frequencies, ground temperature, cloud cover, visibility,
ground conditions during the measurements, and characteristics of the area. The ;air
survey was to be conducted during the following time periods;
a. Morning or afternoon traffic rush hour,
b. Evening period of prime TV-time, and
c. Mid-morning or early afternoon.
The measurements were not to be made on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays and were
not to be taken over a period of time exceeding three hours.
3.3.2 AIR SURVEY MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. Measurements
of radio-frequency noise during the air survey were to be made- in clear channels at or
near 300 MHz, 1 GHz, and 3 GHz. The noise bandwidth of the receiving system was to
be 2.5 MHz or greater. Receiver noise figure requirements were 5.0 db or less at
300 MHz and 3.0 db or less at 1 GHz and 3 GHz. Circular polarized antennas with the
following minimum gains and front-to-back ratios were required;
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Frequency (MHz)	 Gain (dbi)	 F/B (db)
	
300	 $	 15
	
1000	 10	 18
	
3000	 13	 20
During the air survey, the following recorded measurements were required.
a. RMS noise level, average noise envelope voltage, and the noise amplitude prob-
ability distribution; or sufficient data obtained by resaording and computation to
obtain these.
b. RMS noise levels correlated with the TV-synchronous frequencies, or sufficient
data obtained by recording and computation to determine correlated n(:dse levels.
c. Noise amplitude versus frequency of occurrence.
The air survey was to be performed simultaneously with a detailed ground, survey in
order to obtain data for use in correlating results from both surveys.
3.4 PREPARING FOR AND CONDUCTING THE DETAILED GROUND SURVEY
The accomplishment of a ground survey of radio-frequency noise in urban, suburban,
and rural areas involved several activities. The ground measurement system had to
be designed to meet spacific requirements. Then, the system had to be assembled and
checked out. Ground measurement locations had to be identified and measurement
plans prepared. Finally, the survey had to be conducted. Some of the requirements
for the ground survey and for the survey equipment were the same as for the air sur-
vey. This section describes the requirements for performing the ground survey and
the requirements on the ground survey equipment.
3.4.1 DETAILED GROUND SURVEY REQUIREMENTS. The detailed ground survey
	 / z,
	
z 	 ^
was to be conducted by measuring and recording the radio-frequency noise as a function
of location, antenna azimuth, elevation, and frequency. This was to be accomplished
by making measurements at ground locations on'the center flight line and on the flight
line normal to it at intervals of one-seventh of the city's maximum linear dimension in
both directions from the city hub to the outskirts of the city and at intervals of two
sevenths of the city's maximum linear dimension or intervals of two miles, whichever
was greater, to a distance of six miles beyond the city's edge. This requirement
was later changed to require measurements at only six ground locations along the two
flight paths. Near-field noise sources were to be avoided.
Measurements were to be taken while pointing the antennas in four directions. These
directions were toward and away from the city center and at
,
 right angles to these two
directions. The antennas were to be pointed toward the horizon and at 30 and 60 degrees
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above the horizon. This requirement was later changed to require measurements
with the antennas pointed toward the horizon and at 45 degrees above the horizon.
During the measurements, the antennas were to be raised three to ten feet above the
average roof height of the surrounding area, with visible sighting for a least one-eighth
mile except at the city center.
Records were to bo kept of the time of day, ground temperature, cloud cover, visibility,
and ground conditions during the measurements. The ground survey was to be conducted
at the same time periods as were specified for the detailed air survey. Also, meas-
urements were not to be taken over a period of time exceeding three hours and were
not to be made on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays. Howevev, this latter requirement
was relaxed and some ground measurements were made on Sunday evenings in order to
expedite the measurement task. While conducting the survey at three of the ground
locations, simultaneous measurements were to be made from the air.
3.4.2 GROUND SURVEY MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. The
measurement equipment requirements for the ground survey were identical to those
for the air survey with one exception. In addition to the circular polarized antennas,
linear polarized antennas were used in the system, to permit making measurements
at horizontal and vertical polarizations. Frequency, bandwidth, noise figure, and
antenna gain and front-to-back ratio requirements for the ground survey measure-
ment equipment were as listed In Section 3.3.2. The same data were to be recorded
during the ground survey as were required in the detailed air survey.
f
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SECTION 4
PRELIMINARY AIR SURVEY
4.1 PURPOSE AND SUMMARY OF THE PRELIMINARY AIR SURVEY
The preliminary air survey was performed for the following reasons
a. Familiarize project and flight personnel with Phoenix.
b. Determine the clear-channel frequencies at which the detailed survey was to be
made.
c Determine the general RF noise intensity shape as a function of location.
d. Determine possible problem areas for detailed ground and air surveys.
The fallowing points summarize the preliminary air survey:
a. The preliminary survey of radio frequency noise was made over the city of
Phoenix, Arizona.
b. The survey was made with a DC-3 aircraft leased from the University of Cali-
fornia. The aircraft was instrumented to measure the RF noise at frequencies
near 300 MHz, I GHz, and 3 . GHz.
c. Equipment installation was accomplished In San Diego. Checkout of the survey re-
ceiving system, including determination of aircraft-generated interference, was
performed prior to g^ing to Phoenix.
d. During the survey, the aircraft was flown at an altitude of 1000 : 50 feet over the
planned paths. Flight speed was approximately 100 knots. 	 }
e, Standard noise and field intensity meters were used to measure the RF noise. 	 l
f. Notations were made on recorded data to indicate approximate position, ground
activity, and time
g. During the survey, photographs of the city were taken by test personnel from the
aircraft.
42 INSTRUMENTATION
The instrumentation was installed in the DC-3 aircraft; exterior and interior views
are shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2.
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Antennas. The 300 MHz corner reflector antenna was mounted on a 27 by 6C in. plate
which fitted in a well on the bottom of the aircraft's fuselage. This antenna had again
of about 8 db above that of a resonant dipole. Figure 4-3 is a view looking down into
the well on the top of the corner reflector. The dipole feed of the corner reflector is
seen protruding through the center of the corner reflector. Another picture of the cor-
ner reflector showing the dipole feed is seen in Figure 4-4 1 which is a view looking aft
underneath the aircraft.
The 1 GHz and	 -A*z horn antennas mounted on a 23 by 56 in. plate are also seen in
Figure 4-4. These antennas have gains of 9 d1b and 19 db at 1 GHz and 3 GHz, respec-
tively. The picture in Figure 4-5 is a view of the horn antennas from inside the aircraft
looking down into left well.
Receivers. Calibrated field intensity meters were used to measure noise amplitudes
at the desired frequencies of 300 MHz, 1 GHz, and 3 GHz. In addition, the signal den-
sity near these channels was evaluated with a spectrums analyzer. The NM-30A receiver
was used at 300 MHz while the EMA 910 receiver was used at I, GHz and 3 GHz. Caution
must be applied in attempting to compare relative amplitudes of short duration impulsive
noise measured with these two receivers. The NM-30A receiver was operated using the
quasi-peak detector function. In this function the capacitor in the detector's weighting
circuit has a charge time of about one millisecond and a discharge time of about 600
milliseconds. The EMA 910 receiver was operated using the peak detector function and
a 0.1 second hold time. This peak detector provides a d-c output proportional to the
true peak value of the applied signal during that interval. The "memory capacitor s,
 is
charged to the peak value of the incoming video signal within 70 nanoseconds. Thus,
for shorn duration random impulsive noise (pulse duration less than one millisecond but
greater than 70 nanoseconds) the EMA 910 will indicate the true peo-k value while the
NM-30A will not. Therefore, the comparison of measured noise amplitude at 300 MHz
with the noise amplitude at 1 GHz is difficult to perform a posteriori. With the re-
ceivers operated as described above, the pertinent characteristics of the instruments
used are as follows
Model
	 Frequency	 Bandwidth	 Tangential Sensitivity {
NM-30A	 300 MHz	 200 KHz	 6 db µv
EMA 910	 1 GHz	 1 MHz	 32 db gv	 pisr:
EMA 910	 3 GHz	 1 MHz	 'Z6 db µv
HP8551B	 10 :MHz 10 GHz	 Variable	 0 db µv to 27 db pv
The sensitivity and bandwidth required for the detailed survey are -107 ,dbm (0 db pv
across 50 ohms) and 2.5 MHz respectively. However, the above equipment was used
since it was readily available. The objective of the preliminary survey was to identify
clear channels and the general noise intensity shape of Phoenix; therefore, the above
sensitivities were considered adequate.
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4.3 DESCRIPTION OF PRELIMINARY SURVEY
Checkout Operations in San Diego. The receiving and recording instrumentation were
strapped to a wood pallet trr'rch attached to mounting rails in the aircraft as shown in
Figure 4-6. Electrical power (60 Hz, 115 volts) was supplied to the instrumentation
by the aircraft's inverters. The equipment listed below was installed in the configura-
tion shown in Figure 4-7.
a.	 Radio Interference Field Intensity Meter, Stoddart Aircraft Co., Model NM-30A.
b.	 Electro Magnetic Analyzer, EMC Instrumentation Inc., Model EMA 910.
c.	 Spectrum Analyzer, Hewlett-Packard, Model 851B/8551B.
1
d.	 Corner Reflector Antenna, (using 300 MHz resonant dipole, Stoddart Aircraft Co. ,
Model 90833-2).
e.	 Horn Antenna, EMC Instrumentation no. , Model 910 -701.
f.	 Horn Antenna, EMC Instrumentation Inc., Model 910-702.
Y^
g.	 Oscillograph.
A flight was conducted over San Diego on 16 August 1967 between 10.30 AM and 12:00
noon.	 This flight was to assure that the equipment installation was adequate and to de-
termine what effect, if any, aircraft noise would have on measurements of ground
interference.
The flight originated at Lindbergh Field and continued westward over the ocean at 1000
feet altitude to a distance of approximately 25 miles. While over the ocean, measure-
' ments were made at 300 MHz, 1 GHz, and 3 GHz and were compared to measurements
in a laboratory environment to determine the aircraft's effects on the ambient noise
level.	 There was no Cetectable change in the receivers' noise threshold levels from
that observed in the laboratory, indieating that the noise picked up from the aircraft's
engines, inverters, and electronic equipment was significantly below the receivers'
threshold levels.	 The flight continued eastward over La Jolla, Linda Vista, and to
south San Diego while measuring noise to determine if there was adequate sensitivity
'
in the receivers.	 Noise peaks of 12 db above receiver threshold at 300 MHz, 26 db
above receiver threshold at 1 GHz and 3 db above receiver threshold at 3 GHz were
measured.	 The flight continued northward over Interstate 5 to Interstate 8, oast to
El Cajon, westward over San Diego and terminated.
Preliminary Survey Over Phoenix. 	 The preliminary air survey was conducted at
Phoenix on 17 and 18 August 1967. Noise measurements were made while flying over
El Centro, Holtville, and Yuma on the way to Phoenix. During the survey, the flights
over Phoenix were made at an air speed of approximately 100 knots. Figure 4-8 shows
a representative flight path. Measurements were made and photographs were taken
from altitudes of 3,000, 2000, 3000, and 10, 000 feet above the surface.
I
During flights made at 2000 and 3000 feet above the surface, the spectra near 300, 1000,
and 3000 MHz were observed on the spectrum analyzer using various swoep speeds,
spectrum widths, and bandwidth settings on the spectrum analyzer. The spectrum near
each of the frequencies was clear of CW signals. Below 200 MHz some CW signals
were observed. The display of random impulsive noise was seen at various times on
the analyzer; however, because of the nature of the presentation of this type of noise on
the spectrum analyzer, photographs wex a not taken. During these flights aerial photo-
graphs were taken of various areas in Phoenix.
While flying at 1000 feet above the surface the outputs of the 300 MHz receiver and the
1 GHz receiver were recorded using the oscillograph. The NM-30A receiver tuned to
300 MHz has a bandwidth of approximately 200 KHz. It was operated in the quasi-peak
detector mode. The EMA 910 receiver was tuned to 1 GHz. It was operated in the peak
mode with a hold time of approximately 0.1 second and 1 MHz bandwidth setting. Paper
speed on the oscillograph was 0.1 in. /see. Following this flight, the EMA 910 was
tuned to 3 GHz and another flight at 1000 feet above the surface was made. The noise
levels at 300 MHz and 3 GHz were recorded by the oscillograph. Aerial photographs
were taken of areas over which high noise levels were measured.
4.4 PRELIMINARY.' SURVEY DATA AND CONCLUSIONS
The objectives originally established for the preliminary survey were satisfied. The
first objective was to identify clear frequencies at which the detailed survey could be
made. Spectrum analyzer displays and receiver measurements showed that the Spec-
trum, was clear of CW signals down to the sensitivity threshold of the instruments used
over a minimum of 10 MHz on each side of 300 MHz, 1 GHz, and 3 GHz.
The seco«u objective was to take aerial photographs while performing the survey to
familiarize the project personnel with the area and to correlate the electronically re-
corded noise data with Ycaman activity. Figure 4-9 shows a map of Phoenix with the
location of those photographs taken, during the survey which are included in figures in
this section. The photographs of Figures 4-10 and 4-11 were taken while flying approxi-
mately 2000 feet above the surface. Photographs, Figures 4-14 and 4-16, were taken
while flying approximately 1000 feet above the surface. Other photographs, Figures
4-18 and 4-20, were taken while flying 10, 000 feet above the surface.
The third objective was to determine the general noise intensity shape of Phoenix.
Typical results of the noise measurements are shown by the tracings of the oscillo-
graph recordings in Figures 4-12, 4=-13, 4-15 0
 4-17, 4-191, and 4-21. On each figure,
reference is made to the internal noise level of the receivers, the frequency, flight
path and altitude of the aircraft at the time of measurements, and the figure showing
the aerial photograph of the area. The trace of the 300 MHz noise data shows the vari-
ation of the quasi-peak value as a function of time with the aircraft flyu_%o over the indi-
cated path. The trace of the 1 GHz and 3 GHz noise data shows the envelope of the peak
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value of the noise recorded every 0, 1  second as the aircraft flew over the indicated
path. Since the measured data is in terms of quasi-peak and peak values of the noise
voltage, conversion of this data to received power, field intensity, power density, or
ante na ix ,Ise temperature has very little meaning. In order to avoid confusion and an
erroneous comparison of data at the three frequencies, the data is 'left in the parameter
in which it was measured.
Analysis of the recorded data showed that noise peaks were received when passing over
busy freeways, streets, power substations, and transmission lines. At 300 MHz, the
NM-30A receiver' s ambient level was approximately 6 db µv. The highest noise level,
27 db µv was n•^ .easured while passing over an electrical power plant. (Aher peaks over
main intersections yielded readings near 17 db µv. The peak ambient noise level at 1
GHz was 32 db µv. In general, peaks over the city and over intersections were about
45 db µv. At 3 GHz the receiver ambient noise level was about 26 db µv. Generally,
very little raise was measured at this frequency; however, there were some peaks up
to 32 db µv. Peak noise measured 36 db µv near the airport as the radars swept the
aircraft.
The fourth objective was to identify any problems to be solved before conducting the
detailed survey. As a result of experience obtained in the preliminary survey, still
photographic techniques were used to provide the correlation between noise data and
location rather tha„
 recording television video data. It was felt that the greater reso-
lution provided by the still photography would be required. Careful planning of the
flight paths to follow in the detailed air survey was needed to provide the desired cover-
age of the city.
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Figure 4-1. Exterior View of University of California DC-3 Aircraft
Figure 4-2. Interior View of University of Cab,foinia DC-3 Aircraft
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Figure 4-3. View of Corner Reflector Antenna From Inside the Aircraft
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SECTION 5
DETAILED SURVEY
5.1 SURVEY DESCRIPTION
Simuitaneous measurement of noise from the ground and fy.om the air was accomplish-
therefore, two sets of electronic instrumentation were required. The two sets
were identical except for the antenna configurations. One set was installed in the air-
craft and the other was installed in a mobile laboratory.
5.1.1 AIR SURVEY
System Description. The aircraft used was a DC-3 owned by the University of Califor-
nia. The minimum air speed of 100 ::^ 10 knots was used for all survey flights. The
aircraft has been modified for use as a test bed for airborne experiments; thus almost
the entire interior is useable for equipment installation_ as shown in Figure 4-2. An
interference-suppressed ignition system is used. ,Electrical power available while
airborne is:
a. 150 amp at 28 vdc
b. 6 amp, single phase, 60 Hz, 115 vac
c 8 amp, single phase, 60 Hz  115 vac
d. 10 amp, single phase, 400 Hz, 115 vac
e. 10 amp, 3 phase, 400 III, 115 vac
The underside of the fuselage is provided with two removable panels which were re-
placed with expendable sheet metal panels. The antennas were mounted on these panels.
Two adjacent wells inside the aircraft provided interior access to the panels for making
connections to the antennas. The aircraft is generally used for experiments and surveys
similar to the RF noise survey; consequently, the pilots are well experienced with this
type of survey and contributed significantly to the overall systems performance and data
accumulation.
The instrumentation was installed as shown in Figure 5-1 in the configuration shown
in Figures 5-2 and 5-3. Because of the physical constraints of the aircraft, the equip-
went racks and individual chassis were installed sequentially. Approximately one day
was required for the installation and one day for the initial checkout and calibration.
Subsequent checkouts required 30 minutes for warm-up ^1,,id 30 minutes for calibration.
Communication to the ground measurement vehicle was maintained via an allocated air-
craft communication frequency of 123.4 MHz. Prior to going to Phoenix for the air
survey, measurements made during ground operations and during a flight in the San
Diego area verified that aircraft-generated interference did not affect the measurement
of noise from ground sources.
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Measurement Procedure. The noise measurement system was warmed up for 30 min-
utes and calibrated at the beginning of the air survey with signal generators of known
output:. The RF bandwidth was adjusted to between 2.5 and 3 MHz. The gain was ad-
justed so that 10 amv of noise existed at the video output wi,x, the receiver inputs termi-
nated into 50 ohms, The bandwidth and voltage was visually monitored continuously
during the flight by observing the spectrum analyzer display and a do VTVM. The data-
handling subsystem was calibrated by injecting calibration signals at the beginning of
each recording tape.
Communication to the wound survey was established and recorder synchronization
was obtained by transmitting a two-tone signal from the aircraft which was recorded
simultaneously by both, the airborne and ground recorders.
The flight paths over Phoenix are shown in Figure 5-4 and detailed further in Table
5-1 which is a summary of the flight, tape, and film logs. The survey was performed
at an altitude of 4, 000 feet above the surface; however, one special flight path was at
10, 000 feet and two special flight paths were at 1, 000 feet.
Prior to recording any noise data, a tape leader on the voice track was made with the
following type of label;
A -	 5 -	 14	 0800
►^ •	 time of day
day of month
month
airborne
Two logs- were kept by the measurement teams. A tape log contained an entry for each
reel of tape used with the same tape label as recorded on the tape leader. The second
log kept is a flight. log.
Photographs of she area below the aircraft were taken during the period 'noise measure-
ments were recorded. Pictures were taken at 3, 9, or 18 second intervals, depending
upon the altitude above the surface. At 1000 feet, the camera was triggered manually
at intervals of 3 seconds, while at 10, 000 feet it was triggered manuaily at intervals of
18 seconds. During the 4000 foot runs, the triggering was performed manually at 9 sec-
ond intervals coinciding with the start of noise measurements at 300 MHz. The camera
clock and counter reading, which were photographically recorded on each frame, were
also recorded on the tape and flight logs when each measurement sequence began. A
summary of this information is given in Table 5 -2.
The rolls of magnetic tape, the photographic negatives, and tape and flight logs were
forwarded to NAWLeRC at the completion of the measurement "casks.
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5.1.2 GROUND SUR VE Y
System Description. The vehicle used for the ground survey was a van-type truck
which had a double-,wall, shielded enclosure installed within the van. Electrical power
was available at 120/208 v, 60 Hz, 3 phase, 5 Kw, and 120/208 v, 400 Hz, 3 phase,
3 Kw from two diesel-driven generators mounted under the truck. The instrumentation
was installed in the interior of the van. During the measurements, a tower laounted on
the rear bumper of the truck was used to raise the antennas abo a the average roof-top
leirel. This tower, consisting of five 10-foot sections, extended to a height of 42 feet.
Its nested height was 11 feet 4 inches. The tower had a (110 v, 1/2 hp t 7.2 amp) motor-
ized drive. Three rotors were used to permit movement of the antennas in azixvuth,
elevation, and polarization.
Figure 5-5 shows the communication vehicle (carry-all) and the second van which was
dispatched to Phoenix to supply 6U Hz power after the generators in the instrumentation
van malfunctioned.
Measurement Procedure. The ground noise measurement system was calibrated in
the same stray as outlined previously for the airborne system. Prior to going to Phoenix,
verification was made that the interference generated by the vehicle's diesel engines
and generators did not affect the ability to measure indigenous noise. Fourteen loca-
tions on or near the two flight paths which pass through the city hub were selected as
possible sites at which to make noise measurements. The selected sites were at least
100 feet from homes an,d were a reasonable distance from power lines and high buildings.
Near-field ;poise sources were to be avoided. Figure 5-6 shows the locations of the six
sites in Phoenix at which, measurements were made. Photographs of each of these sites
aid of the surrounding area are shown in Figures 5-7 through 5-12. The noise measure
ments were made at each location during three different time periods. A set of measure-
ments was made between 6:30 and 8:30 AM, between 10:00 AM and 12:00 noon, and
between 8:00 PM and 10:00 PM. Measurements were not made on Saturdays, Sundays,
or holidays or during periods of "..clement weather except on two occasions when
measurements were made on Sunday evening in order to expedite the schedule. Meas-
urements were made from the air while ground measurements were made at locations
numbered 3, 10, and 7 during the time periods of 10:00 AM to 12:00 noon, 6:30 AM to
11:30 AM and 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM, respectively.
Measurements were made with the antennas in each orientation shown in Table 5-3.
The time interval during which measurements were made at each position is also in-
dicated by this table. The sequencer was set so that the period of measurement at
each frequency was three seconds before stepping on to the next frequency. Changes
in antenna orientation were accomplished by manually operating switches to control
azimuth, elevation, and polarization of the antenna assembly,
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Prior to recording any noise data, a tape leader on the 'voice track was made with the
following type of label;
G -	 5 -	 14-
	 0800
time of day
day of month
month
ground
Two logs were Dept by the measurement team. A tape log contained the same tape
label as recorded on the tape leader. One tape log was made for each reel of tape used.
The second log kept is the ground survey log. A summary of the tape logs is shown in
Table 5-4.
Still photographs were taken from the measurement site in each of the following direc-
tions: North, North-East, East, South-East, South, South-West, West, and North-
West.
The rolls of magnetic tape were identified and forwarded to NASA/LzRC along with an
8 in. by 10 in. print of each photograph. Measurement log sheets were also forwarded.
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Figure 5-1. Photograph of Instrumentation as Installed in the Aircraft
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Figure 5-5. Photograph of Ground Vehicles
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Figure 5-7. Site
	 Looking Southeast
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Figure 5-8. Site 2, Looking Northeast
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Antenna Measurement
Position Azimuth Elevation Polarization Interval (Minn.)
1 Toward City Hub 00 Verticals 4
2 Toward City Hub 0° Circular 8
3 Toward City Hub 00 Horizontal 4
4 Toward City Hub 45° Circular 8
5 90° CW From Hub 00 Vertical 4
6 90° CW From Hub 0° Circular 8
7 90° CW From Hub 00 Horizontal 4
8 90° CW From Hub 45° Circular 8
9 180° From Hub 00 Vertical 4
1 f) 180° From Hub 0° Circular 8
1,1 1800 From Hub 00 Horizontal 4
12 180° From Hub 45° Circular 8
13 270* CW From Hub 00 Vertical 4
14 270° CW From Hub 0° Circular 8
15 2700 CW From Hub 00 Horizontal 4
16 270° CW From Hub 45° Circular 8
17 Toward City Hub 0° Circular 8
Table 5-3. Antenna Orientations
l^
t
t
Table 5-4. Summary of Ground Measurements
Site
No. Tape Number Notes
2 0-05-08 -2030 3 Gliz Channel was Alsabled because of IF food-
2 G-05-08-2140 through from strong TV channal.
	
however, noise
2 0-05 -08-2245 was not observed adjacent to the TV signals.
2 G-05-09-0630
2 G-06-09-0715 Spectrum Analyzer swept randomly.
2 G-05-09-0820
2 G-05-09-1030
2 G-05-09-1130
2 G-05-09-1230
3 G-05-12-2000
3 G-05.12-2106
3 G-05-12-2155
3 G-05-13-0630
3 G-05-13-0735
3 0-05-13-0826
3 0-05-13-1000 Air Survey was conducted simultaneously
3 G-05-13-1055 Aircraft overhead at 1118,
3 G-05-13-1150
10 G-05-14 -0630 Air Survey was conducted simultaneously
10 G-05-14-0755
10 G-05-14 .0900 Aircraft overhead at 10,000 and 1 , 000 feet
10 G-05- 14-1030 Aircraft overhead at 1,000 feet at 1033 and 1101„
10 G-05-14.1935
10 G-05.14.-2030
10 G-05-14-2118
10 G -05-15-0955
10 G-05-15-1050
10 G-05-15.1145
7 G-05-16-1010
7 G-05-16-1100
7 G-05-16-1145
7 G-05-16-1925 Air Survey was conducted simultaneously
7 G-05-16 -2017
7 G-05-16-2100
7 G-05-16-2140
7 G-05-17-0625
7 G-05-17-0720 TV interference to 3 GHz channel at 0744
7 G-05-17-0809
6 G-05-19- 1950 Returned from 1, 00 to 1, 01 Gliz
6 G-05-19-2050
6 G-05-19-2150
6 G-05-20-0630 All RF channels o. k,.
G G-05-20 -0720 TV interference to 3Gh7, channel at 0745 returned
6 G -05-20-0830 from 300 to 3:30 Mllz,
6 G-05-20-0955
6 G-05-20-1050
6 G-05-20-1150
1 G-05-21-1005
1 G-05-21-1106
1 1 G-05-21-1208
1 G-05-21-1940
1 G-05-21-2035
1 G-05-21.2130
1 G-05-22-0635
i G-05-22-0730 TV interference to 3 GHz channel at 0745
1 G-05-22-0830
1 G-05.22-0915 - RF calibration tape
5.2 INSTRUMENTATION
5.2.1 ANTENNAS
Airborne Antennas. Antennas used to receive the signals during the airborne survey
consisted of a quad-dipole array- for use at 300 MHz and helical antennas for use at 1
GHz and 3 GHz. Each of these antennas is circular polarized. The antennas were
mounted on expendable panels underneath the fuselage and were oriented so that during
flight the main beam of each antenna's pattern was directed vertically downward.
The 300 MHz antenna consists of four dipoles on a 24-in. by 24-in. by 1/8-3n. mounting
plate which also served as the ante=a f
 s ground plane. The individual outputs of the
dipoles are connected such that they give right hand circular polarization. Figure 5.43
shows a photograph of this antenna as it was mounted on the underside of the aircraft
fuselage.
The measured gain of the 300 MHz quad-dipole antenna is 11.2 db above the gain of an
isotropic antenna. With the antenna mounted on a 5-foot ground plane, the measured
axial ratio was within 1.0 db. The antenna ?
 s VSWR was less than 1.50 over the fre-
quency range of 280 to 320 MHz and was 1.23 at 300 MHz. Figures 5-14 and 5-15 show
the measured E-plane and H-plane patterns of this antenna mounted on the 5-foot ground
plane at 300 MHz. It is seen from these patterns that the beamwidth of this antenna is
approximately 48 degrees, and the front-to-back ratio is greater than 19 db.
The 1 GHz antenna is a helical antenna. This antenna is 27 in. long, 5-5/8 in. in diam-
eter and is mounted on a 12-in. diameter plate which serves as the ground plane and a
mounting plate. This antenna is shown m.oanted on the aircraft in Figure 5-10.
The measured gain of the I GHz antenna is 11.0 db above the gain of an isotropic an-
tenna. With the antenna mounted on a 5-foot ground plane, the measured axial ratio
was within 0.9 db and the VSWR was less than. 1.60 over the frequency range of 850
MHz to 1.050 GHz. At 1 GHz the VSWR was 1.35. Figures 5-17 and 5-18 show the
measured E-plane and H-plane patterns of this antenna. The E-plane half-power beam-
width is 34 degrees, while the H-plane half-power beamwidth is 47 degrees. The front-
to-back ratio is greater than 18 db.
The antenna used at 3 GHz was also a helical antenna. This antenna is 11-1/2 in. long,
3-3/8 in. in diameter and is on a 5-1/4-in diameter mounting plate which also serves
as the ground plane. Figure 5-16 shows this antenna as it was mounted on the underside
of the aircraft.
With the antenna mounted on a 5-foot-ground plane, gain, axial ratio, VSWR, and pat-
tern measurements were made. The gain is 13 db over that of an isotropic antenna.
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The measured axial ratio was within 1.0 db and the VSWR is less than 1.30 over the
frequency range of 2.3 to 3.2 GHz. Figures 5-19 and 5-20 show the E-plane and H.
plane patterns of this antenna, respectively. The E-plane half-power beamwidth is 33
degrees and the H-plane half-power beamwidth is 26 degrees. Front-to-back ratio is
greater than 20 db.
Figure 5-21 shows the variation of ground distance covered by the antenna's half -power
pattern as a function of antenna beamwidth and flight altitude. This figure also shows
how long any ground point is within the half-power pattern as a function of antenna beam-
width and flight altitude. It is assumed that the air speed over the ground is 100 knots.
Ground Antennas. Six antennas were used to receive the signal df,,ring the detailed
ground survey of radio-frequency noise. In addition to three circular polarized an-
tennas which were of the same types as were used on the aircraft, three linear polar-
Ized antennas were also employed. All six antennas were mounted along an 18 -foot
boom which was supported by thr; antenna tower (figure 5-22). From left-to-right the
antennas are as follows; 300 MHz corner reflector antenna, 1 GHz electromagnetic
horn antenna, 1 GHz helical antenna, 3 C.IHz helical antenna, 3 GHz electromagnetic
horn antenna, and the 300 MHz quad-dipole antenna.
The ground antenna assembly was designed so that the antennas could be moved in
azimuth, elevation, and polarization. Inputs to the receiving system, were switched
between the circular polarized antennas and the linear polarized antennas by owaxia.l
switches mounted on the boom. Vertical and horizontal polarizations were obtained
from the linear antennas by rotating the boom through 90 degrees about an axis on
which it was supported. Figure 5-23 shows the tower extended and the antennas point-
ing at 45 degrees above the horizon. Figure 5-24 shows the antenna boom rotated so
that the linear polarized antennas are receiving vertically polarized signals..
The gain, axial ratio, and VSWR of the circular polarized antennas used in the ground
survey differed only slightly from the corresponding parameter of the antennas used
in the air survey. There was less than 0.1 db difference in the gain, less than 0.3 db
difference in the axial ratio, and less than a factor of 0.1 difference in the VSWR be
tween antennas of the two measuring system. Patterns shown in Figures 5-14, 5-15,
and 5-17 through 5-20 apply also to the appropriate antennas used on the ground survey.
A corner reflector antenna was used as the 300 MHz linear polarized antenna. The
corner reflector used a resonant dipole adjusted for 300 MHz as its feed. The meas-
ured gain of this antenna at 300 MHz is 10 1 db above that of an Isotropic antenna, and
its front-to-back ratio exceeds 15 db.
Electromagnetic horn antennas were used at 1 GHz and 3 GHz. The gain of the 1 GHz
antenna is 9 db while the gain of the 3 GHz antenna is 19 db. Front-to-back ratios of
all the antennas in the ground measurement system were checked and found to satisfy
requirements.
{
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5,2.2 RECEIVING SUBSYSTEM. The block diagram of the RF receivers is shown in
Figure 5-25. A summary of RF components and their characteristics is shown in
Table 5-5. Individual receiver channels are tunable as follows:
Channel 1 (300 MHz)	 270 - 330 MHz
Channel 2 (1 GHz)	 950 - 1050 MHz
Channel 3 (3 GHz)	 2910 - 3090 MHz
The tuning range is determined by the bandwidth of the antennas, bandpass-filters,
and preamplifiers. The bandpass--filters, preamplifiers, and frequency converters
were mounted near the antennas to minimize coaxial cable losses. All three channels
were converted to a common intermediate frequency of 60 MHz which was adjusted to
a -3 db bandwidth of 2.75 :E 0.25 MHz. The design evaluation of the assembled re-
ceiver subsystem showed the following results.
Front End Rejection Test. The 300 MHz channel was evaluated with a signal gen-
erator connected to the RF input and tuned over the 10-420 MHz frequency range.
The signal generator output was adjusted to a 'level of -60 dbm which was 50 db above
the minimum discernible signal (MDS) at 300 MHz as observed on the IF output with a
spectrum analyzer. No spurious signal output was observed, IF feedthrough at 60 MHz
was not observed unless the signal generator output was increased to -38 dbm.
The I Gh[z channel was evaluated with a signal generator over the 450 to 1120 MHz
frequency range. The signal generator output was adjusted to a level of -30 dbm
which was 80 db above the MDS at 1000 MHz. No spurious signal output was ob-
served. IF feedthrough a1. 60 MHz was not observed unless the signal generator out-
put was increased to -17 dbm. The channel 3 local oscillator frequency of 3060 MHz
was also injected at a level of 0 dbm with no spurious outputs observable.
The 3 GHz chatude la was evaluated with a signal generator over the frequency range
of 2-4 GHz. The signal generator was adjusted to a level of -30 dbrri which was 80
db above the MDS at 3 GHz. No spurious signal outputs were observed. when the
signal generator was tuned to the image frequency of 3120 MHz, the noise power out-
put was doubled at a level of -55 dbm, indicating that the image frequency was suppress-
ed by 50 db with reference to the fundamental frequency of 3000 MHz. The IF feed-
through was not checked at this frequency since the bandpass-filter has an insertion
loss of greater than 110 db at 60 MHz. However, during the survey in Phoenix, TV
Channel 3 at 61-64 MHz appeared in the IF of the 3 GHz channel since the TV signal
was picked up in components and wires behind the bandpass-filter.
Input Output Characteristic. The overall calibration and gain characteristic is
shown in Figure 5-26. This curve was obtained by injecting a known RF power level
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Mto the RP input of each channel and measuring the detector output across a 2K ohm
load which is the input impedance of the video amplifier. Other pertinent calibration
data are as follows;
Gain db Detector Output Bandwidth Bandwidth Sensitivity
Input -90 dbm Wilh 0,701 Ern 0.5 EIF for Fox
input; Input; + 3 gibOutput Gain 50 ohm -90 dbm
Frequency dbm	 db Input	 Input -90 dbm -90 dbm 1.7EN Qn. S.A.
300 MHz -18	 72 10 my	301.' my 2.7 MHz 4.0 MHz -107 dbm -115 4.',bn
1 GHz -19	 71 10 my	250 mv 2.8 MHz 4.2 MHz
I
-(
07 dbnl -114 dbn
3 GHz -21	 69 10 my	170 my 2.8 MHz 4.2 MHz -106 dbm -114 dbj
Sensitivity. The measured sensitivity compares favorably with the desired system
noise figures of 5 db at 300 MHz and 3 db at 1 GHz and 3 GHz. The noise figure may
be calculated from the tangential sensitivity equation
Sdbm  -114 + 10 Log BMHz + NFL
Therefore,
NF dbSdbm + 114 - 10 Log B
At 300 MHz the noise figure Is
NF	 -107 + 114 10 Log 2.7
= -107 + 114 - 4.3 = 2.7 db
At 1 GHz the noise figure is
.,
NF	 = -107 + 114 - 4.5 = 2.5 db
At 3 GHz the noise figure is
NF	 = -106+1.14-4.5 3.5 db
6, 2.2 DATA PROCESSING AND RECORDING SUBSYSTEM
Proo-ossing, The data processing equipment consisted of electronic units used to
maiiipulato the data into the desired form. As can be seen from the block diagram,
Figure 5-27, the detected noise was first amplified by a video amplifier with a gain
of 5. N:easuroment of the 60 Hz and X5.75 KHz noise components was accomplished
through the use of phase-look voltmeters, The output of the vo',tmeter, tuned to 60
Hz, was recorded as IRIG channel 11 on tape track 4. The output of the airborne
voltmeter, tuned to 15.75 KHz, was recorded as TRIG channel 8 on tape track 6. 'the
output of the ground voltmeter, tuned to 15.75 KHz, was recorded as IRIG channel 11
on tape track 6. In epoh case, +7.5 percent deviation = 0 percent data level and -7, 5
percent deviation = 100 percent data level.
The rms value of the noise was computed using a diode function generator scheme and
averaged over a 000 mseo period. The output was recorded as IRIG channel 9 on tape
track 4 for both the air and ground surveys. The average noille envelope was simply
the noise averaged over a 100 msee period. For the air survey these data were re-
corded as IRIG channel 5 on track 4, while for the ground survey it was recorded 'te
IRIG channel 4 on track 4 of the tape. Again +7.5 percent deviation = 0 percent data
level and -7.5 percent deviation = 100 percent data level.
The output of the video amplifier was also applied to a set of 10 amplitude comparators
adjusted to the levels shown in Table 5-6. The output of each comparator was summed
In the integrator duoling the measurement interval. At the end of this interval, the in-
tegrator outputs, which were directly proportional to the 'on' time of the associated
comparators, were sampled. The data were applied to IRIG subcarriers which were
recorded on tape. Table 5-6 gi es the !RIG channels omd tape tracks used.
A second integrator was also associated with each comparator. The output of this
integrator was directly proportional to the number of tunes t.< at the noise level exceed-
ed the comparator threshold. This was accomplished by using a 1-shot which was
triggered by the comparator. The output of the 1-shot was summed by the integrator
over the measurement interval. The scaling of these measurements and minimum
time between recognizable events are shown in 'table 5-6. Again, + 7.5 percent devia-
tion = 0 percent data level and -7.5 percent deviation = 100 percent data level.
The vertteal deflection of the spectrum analyzer was recorded to facilitate identifica-
tion of CW signals in the analysis. These data were recorded using IRIG channel B
on tape track 4. In this case, +15 percent deviation = 0 percent data level and -15
percent deviation = 100 percent data level.
Candid voice annotation was recorded using IRIG channel C on tape track 6. During
the simultaneous air and ground da!a, rww, the air Reset/Run SCO transition was re-
corded on the voice track.
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Control Logic. The entire processing system and the receiving ,subsystem were under
the control of the logic system. Figure 5-28 is a block diagram of this function. The
100 PPS output from the counter provides the clock pulses. The logic system gener-
ated discrete commands to perform the following;
a. Advance the receiving system sequentially through the 3 RF bands at the selected
rate of 3, 5, or 10 seconds per band (3 seconds was the only interval used).
b. Advance the camera and take a picture every 5, 10, or 20 seconds (air survey
only) .
c. Clear, run, hold, and sample the integratars for the time intervals of the RF
band sequencing. Sample duration was 100 cosec.
d. Generate identification pulses for the time and events data samples. The duration
of each pulse was 100 msec.
e. Generate the camera frame advance flag pulse. The duration of this pulse was 500
msec (air survey only) .
f. Generate identification flags for each of the three RF bands
g. Generate 'start sweep' pulse for the spectrum analyzer once per second delayed
100 msec from RF band switching.
h. Generate Reset/Run levels for flagging these conditions on the tape.
A tinning for the logic system diagram is shown in Figure 5-29.
Calibration. Calibration of the data handling system was accomplished by switching
into the input of the data processing circuitry voltages corresponding to 0 and 100
percent of full scale for the particular measurement involved.
Reference Frequency. The 50 KHz reference frequency was supplied by an audio
oscillator and was recorded on track 10 of the tape.
Timing Information. The 100 Hz square wave clock signal was recorded on IRIG
channel 14 on tape track 6.
Recording Subsystem. The recording subsystem consisted of two major parts; the
SCO (subcarrier oscillator) chassis and the tape recorder.
The SCOts were driver', by signals from the data processing system. Their outputs
were summed resistively, buffered with an emitter follower, and recorded on the
appropo
 late tape track.
The tape recorders operating at 15 inches per second had a frequency response of 150
Hz to 50 KHz. The record levels of the SCO multiplexes were adjusted at the tape unit
rather than at the summing-buffers in the SCO system.
Figure 5-30 shows this subsystem block diagram.
Antenna Position flags — Ground Survey. Since the antenna was adjustable in eleva-
tion, azimuth and polarization, the antenna position flags were recorded on the tape as
shown in Table 5-7. The appropriate SCO T s were driven by voltages derived from a
power supply by various switches associated uniquely with each antenna position.
Reset/Run and Other Identification Flags. The identification flags for system opera-
tion are tabulated in Table 5-7. During the simultaneous air/ground data acquisition
runs, the air Reset/Run SCO transition was recorded on the ground voice track via
the air-ground communications link. A small amplifier was used to drive a trans-
ducer into the microphone on board the aircraft.
5.2.4 PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT. A data, recording camera was installed in the
aircraft to allow correlation of noise intensity with human activity directly under the
aircraft;. The camera was installed as shown in Figure 5-31. The film magazine was
adequate to take 350 pictures (70 mm x100 feet). The internal clock and frame counter
of the camera was recorded on each picture taken. Actuation of the 1/60 second shutter
was by remote command from the data handling system. During some flights, the re-
mote command was not operating properly; therefore, the camera was actuated manually.
A 75-mm lens was used to give a 53y degree field of view, which is larger than the
widest 3 db beamwidth of the survey antennas. lgle sequencing period of the camera
was adjusted, depending upon altitude, so that approximately 50 percent picture overlap
o
	 occurred.
Ground pictures were taken with amateur and professional photographic equipment.
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Figure 5-13. Photograph of 300 MHz Circular Polarized Antenna Mounted
Underneath Fuselage
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fFigure 5-16. Helical Antennas Mounted Under Aircraft Fuselage
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Figure 5-22. Photograph of Ground Antenna Assembly
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Figure 5-23. Photograph of Antennas Elevated to 45 Degrees and Tower
Extended
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Figure 5-24. Antennas in Position to Receive Vertical Polarized Signals
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Table 5-5. Summary of RF Components
Equipment Gain NF
1'sat 1dbm3
RemarksIn out
:100 Mill
1.	 Randpass Filter, Telonic, TTF 375-5-5EE -0.6	 I)li - - - -3 no
S.N. N372 -1 P.W.	 15 M112
Handpaas Filter, Telonic, TTF' 375-5-5EF -50 D11
S.N. N372-2 11.%k.	 44)	 Nilla
^.	 Pre-Amplifier	 N% , Hntek, AG-20-N 26 1.8 -25 (I 200-400 M;;,
S.N. '28
Pre-Amplifier, Avantek, AG-20-N 28 2.0 -25 4:1 200-400 MHz
S.N.:10
3.	 Pre-Selector, ACL, FC-201, ('11 1 20 9.0 -20 a 2510 -500 M11i.
S.N.	 169
I're-Selector, ACL,	 FC-201, ('111 28 8.0 -25 1 5100-1000 Mlic
S.N.	 170
1 GIIZ
4.	 lit{ndpasa Filter, Telonic, TTF-1000-5-5 FE -0.12 - - -3 DR
S.N. N-120-4 B. W'. -50 N111z
liandpase Filter, Telonic, TTF-1000-5-5 EE -0.2 - - -50 DR
S.N. N-194-1 R.W.-120 MHz
5.	 Pre-Amplifier, All.,	 Model 4088 21	 1111 1.351 -35 -11 -3 DR
S. N. 002 It. W.	 26 MHz
Pre-Amplifier, All, Model 4088 21 Dli 1.42 -35i - 11 -3 Dli
S.N. 001 H.W.-27 Mllz
6.	 Pre-Selector, ACL, F(' 201 ('11 2 27 9.0 -20 •4i 2510-500 MHz
S.N.	 1619
Pre-Selector, ACL, F(' 201 ('H 2 26 9.0 -20 500-1000 Mllr.
S. N.	 170
3 (;Ilz
7,	 Ilandpass Filter, Telonic, TTF-2250-5 EE -0.4 - - - -3 DR
S.N. N-375-3 H. W .	 1510 N1117 
I	 Randpass Filter, Telonic, TTF-2250-5-EE -0.•1 - - -50 DI+
S.N.	 N-:3751-4 11.W.	 300	 N111r.
8.	 Pre-Amplifier, AIL, Model 4088 22 D11 2.5 -35 -1:1 -3 DR
S.N. 002 11.W.	 74	 N1117,
Pre-Amplifier, A11., Model 4088 21 Dli 2,4 -35 11 -3 DR
S.N. 001 It. W.	 84	 N1 117
9.	 Mixer - IF Amp, RHG, M1 12-4/2ARFI 35 IMB 8.0 - 25 9
S.N. 3-639-3
Mixer - IF Amp, 11116, M1 12-4 /2AR11 :15	 I)l{ 8.0 -25 •1)
S.N. 3-639-4
10.	 Incal. Oscillator,	 lIP616A •3 WIN1 output
1_F .
11.	 Variable R.W. Amplifier, LEL, IMV-1 34 - -20 .13 R. 11, variable from
S.N. 23891 0.6-17	 N111z
Variable R.W'. Amplifier, 	 LF.L, IMV-1 35 - -'20 1.1 3 MHz- -:3.8v BIAS
S.N. 23892
12,	 Linear Amp, RHG, LT 6010 65 - -70 -6
S.N. 3-639-1
linear Amp, R I IG , LT 6010 62 - -70
S.N	 3-639-2
Ingari'ltmic Amp, WIG, LT 6010 An - 47 2.7v -75 DRM in - 0.2v
S.N. 3-639-1 video
Logarithmic Amp, RHG, LT 601 bo - +7 2.7v +7 DRM in = 2.7%,
S.N. 3-639-2 video
13.	 Linear Detector 1N23E Approximateh' 30 i)R
dynamic range from
Linear Detector 1N23E 1	 millivolt to	 1 volt
output with 2 Ktl load
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88
8
Azimuth:
0'
90•
180•
270'
Elevation:
00
45°
Polarization:
7
Upper
Lower
10
Upper
Center
A
+7,5
+2.5
-2.5
-7.5
+7.5
0
8
+7.5
0
-7.5
-7.5
+7.5
6
Table 5-7. Identification Flags for Antenna Position and Other Data Functions
Function	 IRIG
Antenna Position	 Channel/Band Edge	 Deviation	 Tape
(Ground Only)	 Information	 (Percent)	 Track
Vertical
Circular
Horizontal
Camera Shutter: (Air Only)
Shutter Not (pen
Shutter Activate
iteset/Itun :
Reset
RF Band Identification:
I i igh Frequency
Middle Frequency
Low Frequency
Time/Events Sampled
Identification:
Time Sample
Events Sample
Neither
Uppe r
Center
Lower
6
Upper
Lower (500 MS
Duration)
6
Lower
Upper
6
Upper
Center
Lower
13
Lower (150
MS Duration)
Upper (150
MS Duration)
Center
+7,5
0
-7.5
6
+7.5
-7.5
6
-7.5
+7.5
0
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Figure 5-.31. Camera Installation Aboard Aircraft
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5.3 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES
Measurement procedures were prepared for use in conducting the detailed surveys of
radio-frequency noise. The procedures were contained in measurement plans. The
measurement plan for the detai.i a
 4 air survey is included in this report as Appendix A.
Appendix B of this report is tha measurement plan for the detailed ground survey. The
purpose of each plan was to present a detailed description of the equipment to use and
the installation, checkout, calibration, ar_d measurement procedure to follow.
5.4 RESULTS OBTAINED
The data obtained from the measurement of radio-frequency noise during tue air and
ground surveys was recorded on magnetic tape, Identifying information about the
measurements was also recorded. Ten reels of data tape were used to record data
during the air surveys. Fifty-six reels of tape contained the results of the ground sur-
vey at the six locations. A log sheet was prepared ior each reel, and log sheets were
prepared for each flight and for each gxound location.
Figures 5-32, 5-33, and 5-34 show the print-out of a portion of the data recorded on
tape No. G-05--20-0830. As the tape label indicates, this is a tape made during the
ground survey; it was made on 2`0 May and the approximate starting time was 8:30 AM.
This tape wars made while at ground location No. 6. Traces of these data are explained
in the figure. While recording data at the time this tape was made, the 3 GH2 pa.ra-
metric amplifier and the 3 GHz mixer-preamplifier were turned off because of inter-
ference from TV channel 3. A malfunction was experienced in the fifth level. com-
parator and events integrator in that the integrator was almost completely full each
time it was sampled. The integrator offset is about 5 percent in most cases and for
the tenth level comparator, the offset of the events integrator is about 20 percent.
These data indicate that the percent of time that the noise is above various levels is
relatively small; however, the number of events during the three-second measurement
intervals is considerably greater than was expected when initially setting up the
integrators.	 {
Photographs were taken from each of the ground measurement locations. These pio-
tures were taken in eight directions from the point of measurement. The purpose of
pictures was to provide a means of describing the area and giving an insight to the
cause of radio-frequency noise received at each location. Prints of the photographs
were delivered to NASA/,LeRC after the survey was completed.
While conducting the air survey, photographs were taken from the aircraft of the area
directly below the plane. Approximately 2300 frames were taken during the survey.
Trouble was experienced with the automatic control from the logic sequencer: -Thus,
photographs were taken at nine-second integrals by a mar=ally actuated signal. De-
veloped negatives of these photographs have been reviewed and annotated.
Another result of this effort was the experience acquired in assembling a noise meas-
uring system and in conducting surveys of radio-frequency noise. The task of conduct-
ing future surveys will be simplified by utilizing the experience gained in this effort.
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Figure 5-33. A Portion of Data Recorded on Magnetic Tape
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SECTION 6
SUPPORTING DATA
Information which would aid in the analysis of the data was accumulated after the
selection of Phoenix as the city in which to conduct the detailed survey. It was de-
sired that a correlation be established between measured data and geographic loca-
tion and population density.
6.1 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MAPS
The following six geological survey maps were obtained;
a. Tempe, Arizona, NW/4 Mesa 15 1 Quadrangle, N3322.5 - W11152.5/7.5, 1952.
b. Paradise Valley, Arizona, SW/4 Camelback 15' Quadrangle, N3330 W11152.5/
7.5, 1965.
c. Phoenix ., Arizona, NE /4 Phoenix 15' Quadrangle, N3322.5 W11200/7,5 9 1952. 
d. 5unnyslope, Arizona, N3330 - W11200/7.5, 1965.
e. Fowler, Arizona, NW/4 Phoenix 15' Quadrangle, N3322.5 - W11207.5/7.5, 1952.
f. Glendale, Arizona, N3330 - W11207.5/7.5, 1357.
These maps show the location of major streets, all buildings hi some areas and land-
mark buildings in othrir areas, railroad tracks, hospitals, schools, and radio towers.
These six maps cover the entire area in which the noise survey was made.
6.2 LOCATION OF POWER STATIONS
During the preliminary air survey over Phoenix, indications of above average noise
levels were noted while passing over electrical power generation plants and over high-
voltage transmission lines. Requests were made to the two major utility companies
serving the Phoenix area for information on their installations. Drawings which show
the locations of the generating plants, substations, and high-voltage transmission
lines were received from each company. The power capacity of the substations was
also indicated on the drawings.
6.3 OTHER INFORMATION
Figi7xes 6-1 and 6-2 show some additional information that should be considered in the
analysis of radio frequency noise. Figure 6-1 shows the population of each of 25 dis-
tricts in the Phoenix area. An idea of the population density of each district can be
obtained by comparing the relative size of each district with its population,
6-1
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Figure 6-2 shows the location and size of the major industry in Phoenix. Since cer-
tain types of industrial plants produce radio-frequ, ney noise, this information will aid
in analyzing the recorded noise data.
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SECTION 7
PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS
7.1 SUMMARY
The data in the form of magnetic tapes, photographs, log sheets, maps, etc., obtained
during the survey was sent to NASA, Lewis Research Center for reduction and analysis.
At the Center; the data on the magnetic tapes was digitized. A program was prepared
and a computer was used to process and present some of this data. Examples of the
data are included in the figures of this section to give an indication of the type of data
k
that was obtained and to provide the basis for the preliminary conclusions that have
been made. Only about five percent of the accumulated data has been analyzed at this
time. Therefore, the conclusions that have been made are preliminary and may change
as more data is analyzed. A continuing effort is in progress at LeRC reducing, pre-
senting, and analyzing the remainder of the data that. was accumulated. 	 3
7.2 SAMPLES OF GROUND SURVEY DATA
A typical example of the reduced data from the ground survey is shown in Figure 7-1. z
This example shows noise measured at Site 10 on 14 May 1968. The circular polarized
ground antennas were pointed at 0 degree elevation in an easterly direction toward the
city hub. Figure 7-2 is a photograph taken in the direction in which the antennas were
pointed. The antennas overlooked a street which paralleled the freeway. Beyond the
freeway is a residential area. The noise data was recorded on tape; G-05-14--0900. r
The traces in Figure 7--1 show the noise data as a function of time starting at approxi-
mately 09:.40 A. M. Trace "all shows the rms value of the noise at 300 MHz as a func-
tiou of time. The ordinate of the curve is in percent of the SCO bandwidth which is
converted in Figure 7-3 to the following units:
a. Detected IF output in millivolts.
b. Receiver input power in -dbm per 2.7 MHz bandwidth.
C. .deceiver input power in -dbm per Ml-iz bandwidth.
d. Receiver input power in db above KT,
e Antenna noise temperature in degreeo Kelvin.
f. Power density in -dbm per meters squared MHz.
The variation as a, function of time of the percent of time the noise amplitude exceeds
-95 dbm at 300 MHz is show;.i in trace "b"' of Figure 7-1. It is seen that at two of the
3-second intervals during this eight minute period, the noise exceeds -95 dbm approxi-
mately 36 percent of the time, while generally this ,amplitude was exceeded only about
7-1 }
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ifour percent of the time. The percent of time the noise exceeded other amplitudes was
also recorded; however, this additional data has not been analyzed at this time.
The variation of the rms value of the noise at 1 GHz is shown in trace "off of figure
7-1. Conversion of the percent of the SCO bandwidth to other parameters is given in
Figure 7-3 The noisee level at 1 GHz is much lower than the level at 300 MHz. Peak
value of the rms noise at 1 GHz is seen to be -100 dbm during this period. Trace I d"	 F
shows the variation of the percent of time that the noise amplitude exceeded -95 dbm
at 1 GHz.
Because of pickup of signals from a local TV station while the receiving system was
measuring noise at 3 GHz, only limited data was recorded at this frequency. The
noise was at such a low level that its rms value seldom exceeded the sensitivity thres-
hold of the receiving system. Traces of this noise data are not included in this report.
While measuring at 3 GHz relatively few noise pulses were observed on the spectrum
analyzer during the survey.
7.3 SAMPLES OF AIR SURVEY DATA
is
Examples of the noise data obtained during the air survey are shown in Figures 7-4,
7-5, and 7-6.
	 The data in these figures gives an indication of the variation in the
noise at 300 MHz and at 1 GHz as a function of the time of day, since 11gure 7-4
represents noise data measured during the interval, 11:16 to 11 :24 A. M. , Figure 7-5 f
represents noise data measured during the interval, 06:58 to 07:06 A. M. , and Figure {
7-6 represents noise data measured during the interval, 10 :10 to 10:18 P. M.	 In each
case, the measurements were made at 4000 feet above the surface with the airplane
flying at approximately 100 knots. The noise at 3 GHz was seldom above the threshold
P
of the receiving system. 	 This data is not presented in this report. Yj
+t
The noise datalotted in Figure 7-4 was obtained while flying over Right path F overP	 ^	 Y^^
	 g	 P
1
VanBuren Street from east to west on 13 May 1968.
	 This data was recorded on tape
;k
A-05-13-1100.	 The local time at the start of this recording was approximately 11:16
A. M.
	
Trace "at ' shows the variation of the rms value of the noise at 300 MHz in per- i
cent of the SCO bandwidth as a function of time.
	 Since the point of measurement was
moving across the city, the data is also a function of location.
	 Several locations are
indicated on the plot. Conversion of the ordinate from percent of SCO bandwidth to
other units can be made by reference to Figure 7-3.
	
The highest value of rms noise
corresponding to a received power of -84 dbm was measured while passing o' er anp	
	
F	 p	 s  v i
electric power generating plant on the west side of the city.
	 The average value of the
rms noise while passing over the city (between 48th Street and the freeway) is approxi-
mately -89 dbm (28 percent of SCO bandwidth),
x
r
7-2
}
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Trace IV, of Figure 7-4 shows the variation with time of the percent of time during
3-second intervals that the noise at 000 MHz exceeded -95 dbm;. While flying over
the city, the noise at 300 MHz exceeded -95 dbm 50 percent of the time. The vari-
ation of the rms value at 1 GHz in percent of the SCO bandwidth as a function of time
is shown by trace ' Poll . Again, a peak in the trace occurs when measurements were
made over the electrical power generating plant. Trace I d" shows the variation of
the percent of time during 3-second intervals that the noise in the 2.8 MHz bandwidth,
centered at about 1 GHz, exceeded -95 dbm.
The noise data plotted in Figure 7-5 was measured while flying over flight path A from
north to south over Central Avenue during the period, 06.58 to 07;06 A. M. on 14 May
f 1968. This data was recorded on tape A-05-14-»0630. Locations in the city are noted
on this figure and are shown in the composite aerial photographs of Figures 7-7, 7-8,
and 7--9. On the average, the rms noise level at 300 MHz is about 2 db higher than it
was during the mid-morning ;period. The noise is seen to peak in the areas of Camel-
back Road and of VanBuren Street. At these locations, the noise amplitude exceeds
x-95 dbm approximately 100 percent of the time. The rms value of the noise at 1 GHz
is at approximately -105 dbmi, and does not indicate a rise in level as the point of meas-
urement is moved across the city. Less than 1 percent of the time, the 1 GHz noise
exceeds -95 dbm.
Figure 7-6 shows the variation in the 300 MHz noise data while flying over flight path A
from north to south over Central Avenue during the period, 10;10 to 10;18 P.M. on 16
May 1968. This data was recorded on tape A-05-16-2140. It is seen from the figure
that the noise level is lower by approximately 12 db than that recorded during the other
two measurement periods.
7.4 CORRELATION OF SURVEY RESULTS
For the purpose of analysis and correlation, the ground antenna was assumed to be
surrounded by a sphere with the antenna at the center. The hemisphere above the
horizon was assumed to be at the sky temperature while the lower hemisphere was
at ground temperature. In addition, in this ground temperature sphere, there were
indigenous noise sources which subtended an angle, 9, as seen from the antenna (see
Figure 7-10). The temperature or noise power received by the ground system when the
elevation angle was zero is given by
Tgr
	
0.5(T 
8 ) + 0.5(T  ) + Tr + GI T 
where Ts, Tgg and Tr are the noise temperatures of sky, ground, and receiver, re-
spectively, Ti is the indigenous noise source temperature, and Gi is a weighting factor
which is dependent upon the angle subtended by the noise source. This factor is ob-
tained by integration of the measured antenna pattern. The value of G i as a function of
9 for the 300 MHz antenna at zero degree elevation is shown in Figure 7m-11. Values
of Gi for a site are obtained by estimating 8 from photographs of the site (Figure 7-2).
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The airborne antenna is assumed to "see" an infinite plane at ground temperature and
a distribution of indigenous noise sources. 'Thus, the received temperature or noise
power received by i.he air system is given by:
Tar - 1.0 T
g -
+ A i
 Ti + Tr
Except in extreme cases where possible noise sources obvio • isly are not homogeneous,
the value of A i was assumed to be 1.0 for the analysis and correlation.
For power levels above -100 cibm where all of Tg , Ts and Tr are negligible,
Qr y Gi
1 .	 A.
ar	 i
Preliminary correlations between air and ground measurements have been made for
two sites (Sites :3 and 10). The correlation is given in Table 7-1. Site 3 was in an
open field, well away from possible noise sources. The aircraft was flying at 4000
feet, and possible sources which could not be seen by the ground antenna were picked
Table 7-1. Air-Ground RF Noibe Correlation from Results of Partial
Data Reduction ( Frequency - 300 MHz)
Ground Site No.
Altitude (feet)
Par
No. 3
Open Field
No. 10
Near Freeway
400n 1000
- ---	 -92.5 dbm-F^ dbm	 --
Ground Antenna Azimuth North East South East
Pgr -102 dbm -102.5 dbm -97 dbm -98 dbm
Ai -1 db -1 db 0 db 0 db
Gi -8 db
7 db
-10 db
9 db
-3.5 db
3.5 db
1	 -5 db
5 dbPar/ Pgr Cale.
Par/ Pgr Exp. 13 db 13.5 db
5
4.5 db
45
5.5 db
250(degrees) 10
up by the aircraft. Site 10 was well immersed in the possible noise sources and the
aircraft, flying at 1000 feet, was more selective in viewing noise sources.
The data shows what one would expect; Site 3 has poor correlation mostly due to poor
ground site choice; Si!e 10 correlation is -well within the limits of possible error which
are estimated to be t2 db.
7-4
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tPreliminary data analysis indicates that there is no significant difference between
noise levels received on the ground when using circular polarized antennas and when
using linear polarization antennas. A high ratio exists between the peak and the rms
values of the noise as evidenced by the large number of times during the 3-second
i^-,tervals that the noise exceeded the threshold settings. Conclusions on the effect of
d	 ground antenna elevation angle on the noise measured and on the effect of flight attitude
on airborne noise measurements have not been made at this time.
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SE C TION 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 CONCLUSIONS
A survey of the radio frequency environment of a city can be performed much faster
from the air than from the ground. From the experience gained in the Phoenix sur-
veys, it is estimated that the air survey can be performed In a to 10 percent of the
time It takes to conduct the ground survey. Measurements were made from the air
over Phoenix while flying six flight paths in about two hours; whereas, it took over
three hours to make a set of measurements at one ground location. In general, it
takes oliout two days to make measurements at the three different time periods of the
day at each ground location and one day is needed for the movement of equipment be-
tween ground locations within the city being surveyed. Besides the pilot and co-pilot,
four men are needed in the aircraft to operate the airborne measuring system, Three
operators are needed while making measurements with the ground system. During the
survey, a person Is also needed to coordinate the effort between the survey teams,
support from Convair, and with the NASA project monitors,
Considerably more area can be surveyed for a given effort from the air; however, the
length of time during which noise originating from a specific location is being meas-
ured is obviously greatly reduced. Thus, only limited time varying Information on
noise levels originating from a specific location is obtained from an air survey. Data
from a ground survey gives adequate information on the variation of the noise levels
with time for a specific location but does not well describe the general noise charac-
teristics of an area since the ground survey antennas "see #' a much smaller area than
Is seen from the air.
Several preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the data analysis. The noise
measured exhibits very high peak-to-rms ratio. Polarization effects during ground
measurements were insignificant. An estimate of ground noise levels can be obtained
by subtracting 5 to 7 db from the measured noise level from the air at 4000 feet. The
noise level in mid-morning was 2 db below the level during peak traffic flow. The
level during the evening was 12 db below the level during peak traffic flow.
Cooperation with and assistance from representatives of t;,^,e city being surveyed are
very important to the success of the survey. During the survey in Phoenix, excellent
cooperation from Mr. Stanton .Allen of the Phoenix Chamber of Commerce and from
Deputy Chief Neal of the Phoenix Police Department aided greatly in the performwicse
of this survey.
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
As a, result of experience gained in performing* the survey in Phoenix, it is evident that
certain changes should be made to 1) increase the validity of the data, and 2) make the
da •t:` more meaningful, Some changes involve the procedure for making the survey
while others involve making modifications to the measuring system. It is recommended
that these changes be incorporated before additional surveys are made.
Laboratory and field tests are recommended to set up the scaling of the time and events
integrators . The prime deficiency with the data recorded in Phoenix was that too often
the events integrators were completely filled and the time integrators were charged to
a very low value. This was simply a scaling problem, but the proper scaling depends
on the noise content of the environment. Laboratory and field tests and pre-survey
tests should be used to ensure that the integrators are scaled so the data falls near the
mid-value of its range.
A longer dwell time at each of the :RF frequencies is recommended. During the
Phoenix survey, measurements were made during 3-second intervals at each fre-
quency before the system was switched to the next frequency. In the air survey, the
duration of the dwell time is limited by the desire to measure the noise from each
point in the flight path at all three .RF frequencies while that point is within the hal-
power pattern of the antennas. It is suggested that a 5-second dwell time be used in
the air survey and a 10-second dwell time be used in the ground survey.
The use of linear polarized antennas in the ground survey should be eliminated and all
measurements should be made using circular polarized antennas. Due to the time
varying nature of the noise, it is very difficult to compare the data received when using
linear polarized antennas to that received when using the circular polarized antennas.
Measurement time would be better spent by monitoring for a longer period of time
using only efrcular polarized antennas.
The choice of ground measurement sites was somewhat restricted by the requirement
to maintain a reasonable distance betti3een the survey equipment and private residences
to reduce the audible noise. Since the s R- action of the ground sites is of such high
importance in obtaining correlatable data, it is recommended that the above require-
ment be alleviated by eliminating the night ground. measurements. Thus, more freedom
would be given in choosing the ground sites and a more accurate correlation factor
s ould. be determined.
There are three modifications that should be made to the receiving subsystem to im-
prove the performance of the measurement system. The parametric amplifiers should
be reworked to reduce their instability and to reduce the criticality of their tuning con-
trols. Filtering and shielding are needed to reduce the susceptibility of the 3 OHz
channel to interfering signals near the IF frequency of 60 MHz. The IF system should ,
be modified to produce sharper skirts on the IF passband and to permit improved gain
control in the IF stages associated with each RF channel.
The final modifications to improve the system should be made in the data processing
subsystem. The integrators need to be modified to permit reduction of the offset to
an acceptable level. This is especially important if longer dwell times are to be used.
Since the rms voltage and the average noise envelope voltage measured in the Phoenix
survey are of such low levels, the validity of the data could be improved by recor°'!.Lng
the logarithm of these voltages.
The majority of air data during the Phoenix survey was obtained from a 4000 €t altitude.
Some data was obtained at 1000 and 10, 000 ft altitudes. Preliminary analysis indicates
that better correlation can be obtained by flying at an altitude less than 4000 ft in addi-
tion; to proper choice of ground sites. Since flying at 1000 ft altitude proved to be some-
what unstable, it is recommended that air survey flights at an altitude between 2000 and
3000 ft be considered.
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MEASUREMENT PLAN
DETAILED AIR SURVEY
Contract KAS3-9714
-y  U&Prepared By:rr .	 1^^Approved By:J
-WASUREMENT PIAN - DETAIUM AIR SURVEY
-
1.0 PURPOSE
The purpose of this plan is to present a detailed description of the
equipment to use and the installation, checkout, calibration and measure-
ment procedures to follow for making the detailed air measurements of noise
under Contract NAS3 -9714. Measurements will be made at clear channel freq-
uencies near 300 MHz, 1 GHz and 3 GHz and results will be available for
correlation with results of simultaneous measurements made from the ground.
2.0 MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
The measurement equipment for making the detailed air survey consist of
four major groups of equipment. These are:
a) The aircraft
b) The antennas
c) The receivers
d) The data processing and recording subsystem.
2.1 Aircraft
The aircraft to be used for the air survey is a DC-3 owned by the University
of Californla,. ,A flight speed of approximately 100 knots will be maintained
while measurements are being made. The altitude will be maintained within
t 10 feet of the desired altitude with reference to sea level. This aircraft
has a suppressed ignition system. Electrical power available from the air-
craft includes:
a) 150 amperes at 28 VDC
b) 6 amperes, single phase, 60 Hz, 115 VAC
c) 8 amperes, single phase, 60 Hz, 115 VAC
d) 10 amperes, single phase, 400 Hz, 115 VAC
e) 10 amperes, 3 phase, 400 Hz} 115 VAC.
Measurement equipment will.be mounted in racks in the aircraft.
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2.2 Antennas 
The antennas will be mounted on two panels which attach to the bottom of the
fuselage of the aircraft. These antennas will be positioned so that their
main beam is oriented vertically downward. The following antennas will be
used:
a) 300 MHz crossed-dipole ,  Andrew Corp., Type 56013, circular polarized.
b) 1 Gliz helical antenna, Andrew Corp., Type 60113-1, circular polarized.
c) 3 GHz helical antenna, Andrew Corp., Type 60119-1, circular polarized.
Figure 1 illustrates approximately how these tbree antennas will be positioned
on the fuselage panels.
2.3 Receivers
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the airborne receiving system. The following
components make up this system:
a) Coaxial relay, SPDP
b) Bandpass filter, 300 MHz, Telonic Eng., Part No. TTF
-375-5-5EE
c) Bandpiass filter, 1 GHz, Telonic Eng., Part No. TTF-1000-5
-5EE
d) Bandggss filter, 3 GHz, Telonic Eng., Part No. TTF-2250-5-5EE
e) Parametric amplifier system,; 1 GHz and 3 GHz, Airborne Instrlxwnts Lab.
	 j
f) Pre-amplifier, 300 MHz; AvanteX Part No, AG-20 i
g) Frequency converter, 300 MHz and 1 GHz ,  Astro Communication Lab.,
Fart No. FC-201
h) Mixer pre-amplifier, 3 GHz, RHG Electronics, ;Part No. MP2-4/2A-RFI,,
i) Signal generator, Hewlett-Packard, Model 616'
J) Amplifier, 60 MHz,, LEL, Mode? IMV-1-60-20-50
k) Logarithmic amplifier, 60 MHz, R.HG Electronics, Model LT 6010-RFI-IF
1) Spectrum analyzer, Hewlett Packard, Model 854i/8551B
m) Power supplies
t
2.4 Data Processing and Recording Subsystem
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the data processing and recording subsystem.
Table I summarizes the data channel and tape track assignments. Table II i
provides the measurement, Identifications. Components making up the data
processing and recording subsystem include:
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SPECTRUNI TOSCO
AIALYZER
POWER
AMPLIFIERS	 SUBCARRIER OSCILLATORS
f
VIDEA RMS DETECTOR
AVERAGE ENVELOPE
DETECTOR
60 Hz DETECTOR
15,75 KHz DETECTOR
COMPARATOR
	 I	 X	 X
SAMPLE
UNIT-CHARGE HOLD
DISPENSER
(TYPICAL FOR 10)
VOICE
r;
j TIME/EVENTqw IDENTIFICATION
FREQUENCY BAND IDENTIFICATION	 --_--
1
E	
TIME PULSES
VERTICAL DEFLECTION FROM SPECTRUM ANALYZER
CAMERA ADVANCE SIGNAL 	 -
TAPE
RECORDER
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TABLE I
TRACK AND CHANNEL
ASSIGNMENTS
Measurewnt TRIG Channel Track
Q	 RMS 9 4
Average Noise Envelope 5 4
60 Hz Noise Level 11 4
15.75 KHz Noise Level 8 6
Time Pulses 14 6
RF Channel TD 6 6
Time/Events Prob. Density ID 13 6
Voice C 6
Reset/Rian ID 6 8
Spectrum Analyzer B 4
WOW and Flutter Ref 50 KHz 10
Comparator ,  lst Level 3 4
2nd 6 4
3rd 16 4
4th 7 4
5th 3 2
6th 9 2
7th 6' 2
8th 8 2
9th 7 2
10th 16 2
Camera Shutter 7 6
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TABLE 11
MEASUREMENT IDENTIFICATION
1. The RMS, Average Noise Envelope, 60 Hz and 15.75 KHz noise components and..
Spectrum Analyzer data will have the following sense and values:
0% is upper Hand Edge
100% is lower Band Edge
Scaling and other pertiruint information will be on the Voice SCO and wi .l
accompany the tape as written annotation.
2. The Time and Events density integrators will have the following sense and
values:
0% is upper Band Edge
100% is lower ;Band Edge
Scaling and weighting will be handled as written annotation as above.
3. The Reset/Run states will be:
Reset: Lower Band Edge
Run: Upper Band Edge
4. The Time/Events Density values that are being sampled:
Time Sample:	 Lower Hand Edge, 150 ms duration
Events Sample: Upper Band, Edge, 150 ms duration
Neither:	 Band Center
RP Charuiel being sampled:
High Frequency: Upper Band Edge
Middle Frequency : Band Center
Low Frequency: Lower Band. Edge
6. Camera Shutter: shutter opens approximately 20 ms after shutter activate command:
Shutter not open:
	
Upper Band Edge
Shutter ,Activate Commsnd:
	
Lower Band Edge - 500 ms duration
5.
_7. On the simultaneous air/ground data acquisition runs the air Reset/Run 5CO
transition will be recorded from the air/ground link on to the voice channel
of the ground tape
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e) RMS detector
b) Average envelope detector
c) AL microvolttmeter, 60 Hz and 15.75 KRzp Hewlett-Peclae ►ard# Model 3410A
d) Comparators
e) Integrators
f) One shot, unit charge dispensing circ..ait
g) Emitter follower
h) Video amplifier
i) Logic sequencer (see Figure 4)
J) Electronic counter, Hewlett Packard, Model 5245L
k) Tape recorder, Precision Instruments, Model 214
1) Power supplies
m) Camera
FROM	
--0	 10 SEC.
CRYSTAL
	
DELAY	 flELAY	 DELAY	 DELAY
CLOCK
	
5 SEC.	 150 is	 1S0 ms	 150 ins	 2pSDIVIDER
	 3 SEC.
SAMPLE	 SAMPLE
TIME	 AMPLITUDE
DISTRIBUTION	 DISTRIBUTION
^----	 INTEGRATORCLEAR
RING
I	 ^ OF
	
3	 I
k+
^5	 10 j20 SEC.
U	 FREQUENCY
_	 $AND ID
RELAY
RELAY	 CAMERA	 DRIVERSDRIVER	 SHUTTER 1
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3.0 INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT
3.1 Installation
All equipment identified in the above section, except the antennas and
camera, will be installed in racks placed in the aircraft. The antennas
will be mounted on the fuselage panels.
3.2 Bandwidth Measurement
Bandwidth measurements will be made of the three frequency channels after
the system has been aligned. It shall be required that the bandwidth between
3 dB response points be between 2.5 and 3.0 MHz. This measurement will be
accomplished by varying the frequency of a constant amplitude signal ± 5 MHz
about the center frequency while observing the IF output on the spectrum
analyzer. The -3 dB bandwidth is 'measured at the 0.707 voltage points of
the linear display mode. A sweep width of 1 MHz/cm. or 0.3 MHz/cm is suggested.
3.3 Sensitivity
Sensitivity measurements shall be made for each frequency channel. The
antennas shall be replaced by a signal generator tuned to the center freq-
quency of that channel. A 10 dB attenuator shall be connected be Ween the
signal generator and the antenna cable. The noise output of the crystal
detector shall be measured with zero RF signal input. The output of 'the
signal generator shall be increased until the power output of the crystal
detector is doubled. (PN = PS ) The amplitude of the signal generator's
output in the dBm shall be recorded. The system noise figure can then be
calculated using the following relationships
NF (dB) _ ST (dBm) + 114 - 10 log (BwMHz)
where ST is the tangential sensitivity measured.
It is the design goal that the noise figures shall be less than 5 dB for
the 300 MHz channel and less than 3 dB for the 1 GHz and 3 GHz channels.
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3.4 ,Dynamic Fangs
Dynamic range of each of the three frequency channels shall be measured and
recorded. This measurement shall be accomplished by replacing the antenna
with a signal generator tuned to the center frequency of the channel. The
output of the crystal detector shall be recorded as the cw output of the
signal generator is increased from a level below the system threshold to
crystal saturation (about 2V). The do voltage output shall be plotted as
a function of the input level in dBm on semi-log graph paper. The RF
dynamic range of each channel shall be greater than 20 dB (40 dB video range).
3.5 Other Checkout 'Measurements
In addition to the above measurements, the following checks shall be made
of the airborne system operation.
a) Effect of rf noise produced by the aircraft's engines and converters on
the system's ambient level shall be determined at each center frequency
during a checkout flight over San Diego. If the effect is greater than
3 dB above receiver noise at any frequency, steps will be taken to reduce
noise produced by these devices.
b) The comparators will be set up after the gains of the three frequency
channels have been equalized for various input levels. The setting will
be as follows:
TABLE ILI
Comparators and Integrators Settings
Percent of Time During
Input Level	 Interval to Cause Full loo. of Pulse3to Cause
dB>Threshold Integrator Output	 Full Integrator Output
3
	
100	 3000
6
	
100	 3000
9
	
100	 3000
12
	
100	 1000
15
	
100	 1000'
18
	
100	 500
21
24
27
30
c) Operation of the camera will by verified and proper settings will be
determined during a checkout flight over San Diego.
4.0 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
4.1 Flight Paths
f
Proposed flight paths over Phoenix from which to make measurements of rf
noise are shown in Figure 5.
4.2 Time of Measurements
The noise measurements will be made while flying over the flight paths identified
in Paragraph 4.1 during three different time periods of the day. Measurements
will not be made on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays or during periods of incle-
ment weather. Simultaneous ground noise measurements will be made at ground
location number 3 while the air measurements are being made in the time
period. of 0630 to 0830. Ground noise measurements will be made at ground
location number 10 while the air measurements are being made in the time
period of 1000 to 1200. Ground noise measurements will be made at ground
location number 7 while the air measurements are being made in the time
period of 2000 to 2200.
4.3 System Calibration
The noise measuring system will be calibrated before and after each set of
noise measurements. The equipment shall be turned on and allowed to stablize
for a period of 15 minutes before the pre-measurement calibration. The
;host-measured, calibration shall be made immediately after flying over the
final flight path. This calibration shall be accomplished by injecting known
levels into the input of each rf channel while recording the data on the tape.
4.4 Data Recording
Prior to recording any noise data, a tape leader shall be made with the following
type of label:
A -	 4 -	 09	 0800
L_	 time of day
day of month
month
airborne
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4.	 Data
Two logs will be kept by the measurement teams. A tape log will contain
the same tape label as recorded on the tape leader. One tape log will be
made for each reel of tape used. The second log to be kept is a flight
log.
4.6 Photographs
Photographs of the area below the aircraft shall be taken during the period
noise measurements are being recorded. Pictures will be taken at 10 second
inter-;►als as control by the logic sequencer. The camera's clock and counter
reading shall be recorded on the tape and flight log when each measurement
sequence beginr8.
4.7 Data Disposition
The rolls of magnetic tape ,  the photographic negatives, and tape and flight
logs will be forwarded to NAS-LeRC at the completicn of the measurement tasks.
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1r0 PURPOSE
The purpose of this plan is to present a detailed description of the equipment
to use and the installation, checkout, calibration and measurement procedures
to follow for making the detailed ground measurements for noise under Contract
NAS3-9714. Measurements will be made at clear channel frequencies near
300 MHz, 1 GHz and 3 GHz and results will be available for correlation with
results of simultarweous Measurements made From the air.
2.0 MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
The measurement equipment for making the detailed ground survey consist of
four major groups of equipment. These are:
(a) The vehicle
(b) The tower and antenna assembly
(c) The receivers
(d) The data processing and recorder subsystem.
2.1 Vehicle
The vehicle to be used for the ;ground surve y
 is a truck with a shielded
enclosuro!t- It has two diesel-driven generators. One provides 5 Kw of
60 Hz power at 120208 volts. The other provides 3 Kw of 400 Hz power at
120/208 volts. Some of the equipment will be mounted in racks inside of
the shielded enclosure.
2.2 Tower and Antenna Assembly
A model..THD-542 toyer manufactured by Tri-Ex Tower Corporation will be used
to raise the antennas above the average rodf-top level during the measure-
mentso This tower, consisting of five 10-foot sections, extends to a
height of 42 feet. Its nested height is 11 feet 4 inches. The tower which
has a {110 v 1./2 h 7 2 am res' mot^ ized drive will be mounted n the,p,	 pe	 r	 o
sear bumper of the vehicle and supported from the top of the vehicle. The
antenna assembly will consist of six antennas, support members, bearings
B-2
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and rotors. 'Three Model TR-44 Cornell-Lubilier rotors will be used to
permit movement of the antennas It, azimuths elevation and polarization.
Remote control of antenna orientation will be provided,
The following antennas will be mounted on this assembly:
(a) 300 MHz crossed-dipole, Andrew Corp•p Type 56013, circular polarized.
(b) 300 MHz corner reflaectoro Convair, linear polarized.
(c) 1 GHz helical antennae Andrew Corp., 11ype 60113-1, circular polarized.
(d) 1 GHz horn, EMC Instrumentation Inc., Model, 910-704 linear polarized.
(e) 3 GHz helical an-benna,, Andrew Corp., Tm 60119-1, circular polarized.
a
(t) 3 GHz horn, EMC Instrumentation Inc., Model 910 .702, linear polarized.
These antennas will be mounted so that they are all oriented in the same
direction.
2.3 Receivers
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the ground receiving system. The following
components make up this system:
(a) Coaxial relay (5), SPDT.
(b) Bandpass filter, 300 MHz, Telonic Eng., Part No. TTF-375- 5r 5EE.
(c) Bandpass filter , 1 GHz, Telonic Eng. ,  Part No. TTF-1000-5-5EE.
(d) Bandpass filter, 3 GHz, Telonic Eng., Part No. TTF-2250-5-5EE..
(e) Parametric amplifier system, 1 GHz and 3 GHz,, Airborne Instruments Lab.
(f) Pre-amplifiers 300 MHz, Avantek, Part No. AG-20.
(g) Frequency converter, 300 MHz and 1 GHz, Astro Communication Lab, Part
No. FC-201.
(h) Mixer-preamplifier, 3 GHz, RHG Electronics, Part No. MP2-4/2A-RFI
(i) Signal gene ,-ator, Hewlett-Packard, Model 616.
(J) Amplifier, 60 MHz ,  LEL, Model IMv-1-60-20-50.
(k) Logarithmic amplifier, 60 MHz, RHG Electronics, Model LT 6010-RFI-IF.
(l) Spectrum analyzer, Hewlett Packard, Model 851A/8551A,
(m) Power supplies.
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Figure 1. Ground Receiving System
f2.4 Data Processing, and_ Recording, Subsystem
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the data processing and recording subsystem.
Table I aummQrizes the data channel and tape track assignments; Table 11 provides
the measurement identifications. Components making up the data processing
and recording subsystem include;
(e) RMS detector
(b) Average envelope detector
(a) AC microvoal,tmeter, 60 IN and 15.75 KHz, Hewlett-Packard, Model 3410A.
(d) Comparators
(e) Integrators
(f)One shot, unit charge dispensing circuit
(g)Emitter follower
(h)Video amplifier
1
(i)Logic sequencer (see Figure 3)	 j
W Electronic counter, Hewlett-Packard, Model 5245L
(k) Tape recorder, Precision Instruments, Model 214 a
(1) Power supplies
3.0 INSTALLATION AND CHECKOUT
3.1 Installation
The equipment identified in the above section will be installed either on
the antenna assembly or in racks placed in the vehicle. The coaxial relays,
used to switch between linear and circular polarized antennas, the bandpass
filters, the parametric amplifiers, the 300 MHz preamplifier, the 3 GHz
mixer-preamplifier and the frequency converter will be mounted on the antenna
assembly along with the antennas in order to maintain system noise figures
as low as possible.- All other receiver components and the data processing
and recording subsystem will be installed in the vehicle. Three 4-foot 19-inch
racks mounted on a bench in the shielded enclosure will be used to contain
this equipment.
i`r
VIDE	 RMS DETECTOR
AVERAGE ENVELOPE
'a	 DETECTOR
'f
60 Hz DETECTOR
15,75 KHz DETECTOR
i
COMPARATOR
AMPLIFIERS
	 SUBCARRIER OSCILLATORS
4Q,	 X	 X	 I
TAPE`
SAMPLE	 RECORDER
UNIT--CHARGE HOLD
DISPENSER
	 TRW{
( TYPICAL FOR 10)
VOICE
TIME/EVENTS IDENTIFICATION
FREQUENCY BAND IDENTIFICATION
TIME PULSES
VERTICAL DEFLECTION FROM SPECTRUM ANALYZER
3TABLE I
TRACK AND CHANNEL
ASSIGNMENTS
Measurement IRIG Channel Track
RMS 9 4
Average Noise Envelope 4
60 Hz Noise Level 11 4
15.75 KHz Noise Level 11 6
Time Pulses 111, 6
RF Channel ID 6 6
Time/Events Prob Density ID 13 6
Voice C 6
Reset/Run SD 6 8
Spectrum Analyzer B 4
WOW and Flutter Ref 50 KHz 10
Comparator. lst Level 3 4
2nd 6 4
3rd 2 4
4th 7 4
5th 3 2
6th 9 2
7th 6 2
8th S 2
9th 7 2
TABLE II
MEASUREMENT IDENTIFICATION
1. The RMS, Average Noise Envelope, 60 Hz and 15.75 KRz noise components and
Spectrum Analyzer data will have the following sense and values:
0% is upper tand Edge
100% is lower Bend Edge
7	
Scaling and other pertinent information will be on the Voice SCO and will
accompany the tape as written annotation.
2. The Time and Events density integrators will have the following sense and values:
0% is upper Band Edge
100% is lower Band Edge
Scaling and weighting will be handled as written annotation as above.
3. The Reset/Run states will be:
Reset: Lower Band Edge
Run	 Upper Band Edge
4. The Time/Events Density values that are being sampled:
Time Sample:	 Lower Band Edge, 150 ms duration
Events Sample:	 Upper Band Edge, 150 ms duration
Neither:	 Band Center
5. RF Channel being sampled:
High Frequency:	 Upper Band Edge
Middle Frequency: Band Center
Low Frequency:	 Lower Band Edges
TABLE II (Continued.)
Elevation:
Position l:	 00: Upper Band. Edge (+7.5%)
Position 2:	 45°: Center Frequency (0%)
Polari zatiun,:
Position 3;	 Vertical: Upper Band Edge	 (+7.5%)
Position 2:
	 Circular: Center Frequency 	 (0%)
Position 3:	 Horizontal: Lower Band Edge (-7.5%)
On the simultaneous air/ground data aquisition runs .  the air Reset/Rini SCO
transition will be recorded from the air ground link on to the voice channel
of the ground tape.
FROM	 10 SEC.	 DELAYCRYSTAL
	 5SEC.
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	 DIVIDER150 ms3 SEC.
OE LAY DE LAY	 DE LAY
150 ms ISO ins	 2 A S
SAMPLE SAMPLE
TIME AMPLITUDE
DISTRIBUTION	 DISTRIBUTION
INTEGRATOR
CLEAR
RING
OF
3
RESET Q
	 INTEGRATOR HOLD
FREQUENCY
	 SET Q
BAND ID
1IRELAYDRIVERS
CONTACT CLOSURES
FOR RF BAND SWITCHING
3.2 Bandwidth Measurement
Bandwidth measure ments wall be trade of the three frequency channels after
the system has been aligned. It shall be required Vet the bandwidth
between 3 dB response points be between 2.5 and 3.0 MHz. This measurement
will be accomplished by varying the frequency of a constant amplitude signal
t 5 MHz about the center frequency while observing the IF output on the
spectrum analyzer. The -3 dB bandwidth ls..measured at the 0.707 voltage
points of the linear display mode. A sweep width of 1 MHz/em or 0.3 MHz/cm
is suggested.
3.3 Sensitivity
Sensitivity measurements shall be made for each frequency channel. The
antennas shall be replaced by a signal generator tuned to the center freq-
uency of that channel. A 10 dB attenuator shall be connected between the
signal generator and the antenna cable. The noise output of the crystal
detector shall be measured with zero RF signal input. Then the output of
the signal generator shall be increased until the power output of the
crystal detector is doubled. (PN = PS ) The amplitude of the signal gen-
erator's output in dBm shall be recorded. The system noise figure can
then be calculated using the following relationship:
NF (a) = ST
 (dBm) + 114 - 10 log (BWMz)
Where ST
 - Tangential Sensitivity as recorded.
It is the design goal that the noise figures shall be less than 5 dB for
the 300 MHz channel and less than 3 dB for the 1 GHz and 3 GHz channels.
3.4 Dynamic Range
Dynamic range of each of the three frequency channels shall be measured and
recorded. This measurement shall be accomplished by replacing the antenna
by a signal generator tuned to the center frequency of the channel. The
output of the crystal detector shall be recorded as the ew output of the
signal generator is increased from a level below the system threshold to a
level above the 1 dB compression point. The do voltage output shall, be
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plotted as a function of the input level in dBm on semilog graph paper.
fte RF dynamic range of each channel shall be greeter than 20 dB (4o dB
video range).
3.5 Other Checkout Measurements
In addition to Vne above measurements ,  the following checks shall be made
of the ground system operation.
(a) Complete operation of the antenna assembly including raising and lowering
of-the tower and, movement of the antenna assembly in azimuth., elevation
and polarization shall be verified. The effect of movement of the antenna
assembly on the systems noise threshold shall be noted.
(b) Wriile radiating from antennas place 100 feet or more from the vehicle,,
the front-to-beck ratios of each of the antennas shall be measured and
recorded at the center frequencies of 300 MHz 0 1 GHz and 3 GHz.
(c) Effect of rf noise produced by the vehicle's diesels and generators on
the system's ambient level shall be determined at each center frequency
with the antenna assembly oriented in each of the directions in which
it will be used during the survey. If the effect of the diesels and
generators is greater than 3 do above receiver noise at any frequency,'
steps will be taken to reduce noise produced by these devices.
(d) The comparators will be set up after the gains of the three frequency
channels have been equalized for various input levels. The setting
will be as follows:
TABLE III
COMPARATORS AND INTEGRATORS SETTINGS
Percent of Time During
Interval to Cause Full
Intearator Output
100
100
100
100
100
100
54
54
25
25
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Comparator Input Lairel
Number dB > Threshold
1 3
2 6
3 9
4 12
5 15
6 18
7 21
8 24
9 27
10 30
No. of Pulses to Cause
Full Integrator Output
3000
3000
3000
1000
1000
5
5
100
50
50
4.0 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
4.1 Location of Measurement Sites
Proposed location of points in Phoenix at which to ma's measurements of rf
noise from the ground are shown in Figure 4. During the survey these measure-
ment .points may be changed if necessary to avoid high Level localized inter-
ference sources or if unable to not the system up in the proposed location.
Additional measurement sites may be selected during the survey at the dis-
cretion of the program leader.
4.2 Time of Measurements
The noise measurements will be made at each location during three different
time periods of the dozy. A set of measurements will be made between 0630
and 0830, between 1000 and 1200 and between 2000 and 2200. Measurements
will not be made on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays or during periods of
inclement weather. Measurements of the noise shall be made from the air
while ground measurements are being made at locations numbered 3, 10, and
7 during the time periods of 0630 to 0830, 1000 to 1200, and 2000 to 2200
respectively.
4.3 Antenna Orientations
Measurements shall be made with the antennas in each orientation in Table 4.
The time interval during which measurements shall be -made  at each position
is also indicated by this table. The sequencer shall be set so that the
period of measurement at each frequency is 3 seconds before stepping on to
the next frequency. Changes in antenna orientation shall be accomplished
by manually operating switches to control azimuth, elevation and polarization
of the antenna assembly.
4. 1+	 S3ystem Calibration
The noise measuring system will be calibrated before and after eac;, set of
noise measurements. The equipment shall be turned on and allowed to stabilize
for a period of 15 minutes before the pre-measurement calibration. The post-
measurement calibration shall be made immediately after measuring noise at
antenna position number 17. This calibration shall be accomplished by injecting
known levels into the input of each rf channel while recording the data.
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Figure 4. Map Showing Ground Measuring Sites for Noise Survey
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TABLE IV
ANTENNA OR ENTATIONS
Measurement
Antenna Position Azimuth Lievation Polarization Interval (Mies.
I Toward City Hub 00 Vertical 4
2 Toward City Hub 0° Circular 8
3 Toward City Hub 00 Horizontal 4
4 Toward City Hub 454 Circular 8
5 90° CW From Hub 00 Vertical 4
6 9j0° CW From Hub 0° Circular 8
7 90° CW From Hub 00 Horizontal 4
8 90Q CW From Hub 45° Circular 8
9 180° Prom Hub 00 Vertical 4
10 180° From Hub 0° Circular 8
11 180° Prom Hub 00 Horizontal 4
12 180° From Hub 450 Circular
 C
13 270° CW Prom Hub 00 Vertical 4
14 270° CW From Hub 00 Circular 8
15 270" CW Prom Hub 00 Horizontal 4
1. 270° CW From Hub 45° Circular 8
17 Toward City Hub Os Circular 8
W4. 5 Date Recordira
Prior to recording rAny noise data, a tape leader shell be made with the
,, U. 'lowing trA of label:
d	 4 -	 09	 0800
time of day
I day of month
month
-^----0 ground
4.6 Data Log
Two logs will be kept by the measurement team. A tape log will contain, the
same tape label as recorded on the tape leader. One tape log will be made
for each reel of tape used.
The second 'log to be kept is the ground survey log.
4.7 Photographs
Still photographs shall be taken from the measurement site in each of the
following directions: North, North-East, East, South-East, South, South-
West, West, and North-West. 	
`a
4.8 Data Disposition
The rolls of magnetic tape will be curly identified and forwarded to NASA
LeRC along with the developed photograph negatives and an 8 x 10 print of
each. Measurement log sheets will also be forwarded,
